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ABOUT US
Vikrant Group of Institutions(VGI), a pioneer educational institute is promoting 

top-notch education for the students not only in Madhya Pradesh but also in the 

whole nation and abroad. The journey of this pious endeavour began by 

establishing the Indore campus in the year 2007 under the umbrella of the Vikrant 

Group of Institutions. The institution has grown manifolds and achieved new 

heights during this short span of time is the result of the dynamic and visionary 

leadership of Shri R. S. Rathore, founder chairman of the group.

In the year 2009, when the foundation stone of Vikrant Institute of Management 

and Technology, Gwalior was laid down, the institution has not looked back in this 

journey and kept on adding new feathers toits capby introducing different and 

new academic programmes afliated with leading Universities of the State of 

Madhya Pradesh. 

At present, VGI offers Diploma in Engineering, B.Tech., M.Tech., BBA, B.Com., 

MBA, B.Sc. (Agriculture), BCA, MCA, LLB, BALLB, LLM, B.Sc. (Nursing) and 

Paramedical programmes having a total strength of approx. 4500 students. The 

strong alumni of the institution are the brand ambassador of the Group who got 

their placement across the globe in reputed organizations.

At last, by the sovereignty of enormous and endless efforts of Mr. Rathore along 

with the young and dynamic leadership of Mr. Nitin Tomar and Mr. Vikrant Singh 

Rathore supported by his dedicated team, the dream of the Vikrant Educational 

and Social Welfare Society has come true and this pioneer institute has got the 

status of the university- “Vikrant University”.

However, the journey of imparting value-based higher education to the society 

will continue and Vikrant University will always be on the march to scale new 

heights, achieve the goals of the new education policy and take the country ahead.Leadership 
Through 
Learning

To develop an education system 

rooted in Indian ethos that contributes 

directly to transforming India, that is 

Bharat. Developing an equitable and 

vibrant knowledge society and 

thereby making India  a  g loba l 

knowledge superpower to produce 

highly talented professionals to take 

challenges of the future.

To produce a good human being 

capable of rational thought and action, 

posing compassion and empathy, 

courage and resilience, scientic 

temper and creative imagination with 

sound ethical values for building an 

equitable, inclusive and plural society 

as envisaged by the constitution of 

India.

MISSION VISION



Message from Patron
Mrs. Meena Singh Rathore

It's a matter of pride and honour that by the grace of 

God the Vikrant Group of Institutions (VGI), Gwalior 

Campus has got the status of “University”. I convey 

my indebtedness to God for blessing VGI for their 

hard work, dedication and commitment.  Although, 

this journey is not over yet and Vikrant University has 

to achieve many more milestones and serve the 

students and society with great zeal and dedication to 

take the nation ahead. I will be failing in my duties if I 

don't express my thanks to the hardworking faculty 

of the VGI. I convey my blessings and good wishes to 

Vikrant University for grand success in all future 

endeavours.

May God Bless Vikrant University!

Message from Chancellor
Shri Rakesh S. Rathore

By the grace of Almighty, your dream institute 

Vikrant, a venture of Vikrant Group of Institution, 

Gwalior has got the status of a“University”. It is a 

well-known fact that VGI revolutionized education in 

Central India with the true spirit of India's 'Ethos and 

Culture'. We always insisted on value-based 

education to produce top-notch professionals to face 

global challenges. Now as a University, we will be 

able to full your dream and serve the nation like a 

guided missile.

Our faculty members continue to demonstrate a 

passionate commitment to maintain the highest 

standards of academic excellence supported by the 

'Research Incubation Centre' and 'Centre of 

Excellence'. The social cause has been and will be our 

utmost priority for the development of the nation 

and promotion of global competencies among the 

students.

We at Vikrant University, believe in giving a strong 

impetus to our students that can prepare them with 

the competence to turn vision into reality. Vikrant 

University is committed to equip the leaders of future 

with competence and excellence to address 

emerging social, economical, political and peace 

issues.

It is our vision and mission that within a short span of 

time, we have achieved fame and respect with its 

students excell ing in academics as well as 

extracurricular activities and a growing network of 

40000 alumni across the country and abroad.

My dream is to develop and nurture students who 

can lead the world tomorrow.

I assure the students by joining Vikrant University, 

you will add new wings to your personality and 

career to scale new heights. 

Don't ask from God for what you 

Desire
Ask from God for what you 

Deserve
Because you may Desire  more than you Deserve.



Message from Pro-Chancellor

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is 
not an act, but a Habit”, Aristotle

It gives me immense pleasure to share my thoughts at 
this platform that has grown over the period of time 
that seems to y away like it was yesterday. The day 
when the foundation stone of Vikrant Group of 
Institutions was laid, there was no infrastructure but 
just a dream and a vision in the eyes of our Chairman, 
Sh. Rakesh Singh Rathore, who was busy not just 
coordinating several events and segments but was 
obsessed by the vastness of his dream which may 
certainly seem to be an impossibility to a common 
man, but at Vikrant, we believe to do what cannot be 
done. 

With the motto of “Dream your dream with open 
eyes and rest not till you achieve them”, we moved 
ahead. This was the spirit of Vikrantians that was 
inculcated by the Chairman in all of us and this is what 
we have strived for, nothing but perfection. I have 
been a part of this journey since inception and the 
great delight that I take in this Goal seeking journey is 
the student-centricapproach. We take pride that we 
at Vikrant do focus all our activities and energies 
towards the betterment of the student's fraternity. It 
is the students that are our motivating and guiding 

Mr. Nitin Singh Tomar

force, it is they that constantly motivate us to keep 
exploring for new avenues and greener pastures that 
may open vast opportunities for us. Vikrant 
University has been such an endeavor for us and thus 
small plant has become a big tree. When we, at 
Vikrant Group had thought that we have attained 
what we have dreamt of, it is then new dreams and 
goals were conceptualized by our Chairman, the 
great revolutionary personality, Sh. Rakesh Singh 
Rathore. As we are always amused by the 
enterprising and fearless spirit of his, who imbibes by 
the never-tiring attitude, in the words of Swami 
Vivekanand “Arise Awake and Stop not till the Goal is 
reached”. 

On behalf of entire Vikrant family I take pride to be a 
part of the great endeavor in the form of “Vikrant 
University, Gwalior” and wish that we all, students, 
staff, faculties and management members would 
contribute every bit of our knowledge, experience 
and hard work into the building blocks that would 
give the University not only a strong foundation bus 
also a status of an Institution that would eradicate 
illiteracy and dedicate itself for the betterment of the 
Society and the Nation as a whole.   

Jai Hind, Jai Bharat

Message from Pro-Chancellor
Mr. Vikrant Singh Rathore

It is a matter of honor and immense pleasure that 

Vikrant Group of Institutions is now Vikrant 

University. In the continuous task of nation-building, 

VGI has always promoted excellence in higher 

education for a vibrant and inclusive society through 

knowledge creation and dissemination.

We have always pursued the holistic approach as an 

education bereft of values is meaningless and not 

worthy of promotion. Education is meant to 

inculcate the right values among students to produce 

socially sensitive citizens. At Vikrant, we have always 

believed in the overall development of the students 

through various curricular and extra-curricular 

activities and programs.

In the New Era of Vikrant University, we will make 

sure that the University continues to provide high-

quality education, equipping students with the 

acumen to address both local and global challenges, a 

modern curriculum, research endeavours, student 

engagement,  profess ional  tra ining,  faculty 

development, international collaborations, progress 

towards  expand ing  our  s t a te - o f - the - a r t 

infrastructure, industry partnerships and much more. 

Making transformative impact on students, faculty, 

industry and society will be our aim in the coming 

years.



Message from Registrar
Ms. Shivani Tiwari

It gives me immense pleasure and pride to welcome 
you to Vikrant University, a centre of learning, 
innovation, and research with a futuristic vision of 
educational modernism. 

The comprehensive approach of Vikrant University 
to education makes it worthwhile and commendable 
to promote across the world as education is a critical 
component of social mobility and economic success. 
Therefore, Vikrant University also encourages co-
curricular, extra-curricular and extension activities 
with i ts  curr iculum. For the mult i faceted 
development of students, the curriculum emphasizes 
a wide variety of courses to enhance their knowledge 
in several core/elective courses. The University 
believes in providing affordable education to all 
aspirants so that it will benet most students and 
professionals across the nation and world. 

Our enormous infrastructure has well-equipped 
laboratories, modern classrooms, auditoriums, fully 
Wi-Fi campus, library, transport facilities, cricket 
academy, bank branch and CCTV monitoring etc. 
Our highly qualied and motivated faculties are 
dedicated and committed to providing our students 
with a high-quality educational experience that 
promotes their academic and personal growth and 

carries out research work of the highest standard. 
Our ofcers and the non-teaching staff work with 
dedication and commitment and take care of the 
interest of the students. 

Vikrant University is strengthening the industry's 
quality standards by developing professionals with 
recent trends and technologies who believe in skill 
development with a 360-degree concept of growth 
for our students. We are transforming persons into 
personalities. With our futuristic vision, we wish that 
our students map greater scales of achievements and 
be proud of what they become in their lives. 

I assure you best academic, administrative and 
research atmosphere on the campus. Our helpful and 
attentive staff is always there to help you with your 
academic and personal issues. I believe you will have a 
good time with us while still reaching your 
educational goals. In the end, I would say that, by the 
time you complete your education at Vikrant 
University, you will be well-prepared to deal with the 
demands of the global economy and receive an 
unusually high value from employers. I wish you great 
success in your career and in becoming a better 
human being.

Message from 
Mrs. Garima Singh Tomar, Treasurer, Indore

Welcome to the vibrant, modern, safe and stimulating learning 

environment of Vikrant University, where a wide range of learning 

experiences are offered and good physical infrastructure and 

appropriate resources conducive to learning are available to all 

students. We believe to impart value-based education of the highest 

standard, relevant to the Contemporary World.

Message from 
Mrs. Surbhi Singh Tomar, Joint Secretary, Gwalior

Dear Students, 

At Vikrant, you will have access to full all your dreams and achieve 

new horizons because teachers at Vikrant are capable of taking the 

best out of you and make you ready to face the global challenges of 

life and proud citizen of India.

You have to dream 
before your dreams can come true.
- APJ Abdul Kalam

Message from 
Mrs. Gunjan Chauhan, Treasurer, Gwalior

It gives me immense pleasure to welcome you, we are committed to 

create an ambience for nurturing innovation, creativity and 

excellence within our students. We, at Vikrant University, strongly 

support interdisciplinary research and development for the benet 

of Industry and Society. The institute is preparing the next generation 

of leaders who will carry this path forward in the years ahead because 

education is not preparing for life but education is life.

Message from Board Members



OUR VISIONARIES & ADVISORS

Prof. Om Prakash Katare
Professor, University Institute of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences

Panjab University, Chandigarh

OUR EXECUTIVE BOARD

Dr. Sandeep Shukla

External Member, BoE

Mr. Sanjeev Chauhan

Member, BoE

Ms. Jagvinder Kaur

Member, BoE

Mr. Anand Singh Bisen

Member, BoE

Dr. Keshkali Sharma

External Member, BoE

Mr. Kuldeep Pathak

Member, BoE



10+2 examination in 
relevant subject from
recognized board

Electronics and Robotics

Bachelor of Technology
(B. Tech.)

Fire Technology and Safety Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering 

Computer Science and Engineering

Information Technology

Cyber Security 

 4 Years

Civil Engineering 

Articial Intelligence & Machine Learning (AI & ML) 

Articial Intelligence & Data Science 

Minimum 60% marks in 10+2 
examination with PCM

COURSES
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAMS SPECIALIZATION  DURATION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized board

Fire Technology and Safety Engineering 
(Industrial Safety & Engineering)

Certicates Courses

Electrical Engineering (Solar PV System & Installation and 
Maintenance/Automation in PLC SCADA and Auto CAD / 
Electrical Vehicle Design, Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning)

Electronics Engineering (VHDL & Verilog Programming/ 
IOT / ICT / Drone Technology) 

Civil Engineering (Survey Engineering / 
Material Testing /Construction

Mechanical Engineering (CAD / Auto Mobile / RAC)

Computer Science Engineering 
(Programming Language / Data Science /Cyber Law / 
Computer Applications, Software Development, 
Cyber Security, Information Technology)

Chemical Engineering

Mining Engineering 

 1 Year

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND CULTURE

10+2 or equivalent examination 
from recognized board
or
10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized board

Fire Technology and Safety Engineering

Diploma Programs

Electrical Engineering

Electronics and Robotics Engineering 

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering 

Information Technology 

Cyber Security 

2 Years
or

3 Years

Civil Engineering

Drone Technology

Chemical Engineering

Mining Engineering

Chemical Engineering 

Mining Engineering

As per UGC and 
University Norms.*

Fire Technology and Safety Engineering 
(Industrial Safety and Engineering) 

Master of Technology
(M. Tech.)

Electrical Engineering (Power Systems and 
Power Electronics / Energy Technology

Electronics Engineering (VLSI Design & Embedded 
System / Robotics and Automation) 

Civil Engineering (Structural Engineering/CTM 
(Construction Technology Management) 

Mechanical Engineering (Advance Production System /
Thermal Engineering/Auto Mobile Engineering)

Computer Science and Engineering (Cyber Security / 
AI & ML / AI & Data Science/ Blockchain) 

2 Years 

Information Technology

Chemical Engineering

Mining Engineering

PROGRAMS SPECIALIZATION  DURATION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Min 60% marks in 10+2 or 
equivalent examination from
recognized board

Bachelor of Business 
Economics (BBE)

3 Years

10+2 or equivalent examination 
from recognized board

Bachelor of Arts
(B.A.) General

BA (Journalism and Mass Communication)

Bachelor of Social Work 
(BSW)

Graduation or 
equivalent examination in
any stream

English 

Master of Arts
(M.A.)

Hindi
Economics

Political Science

History
Public Administration

Education
 2 Years

Business Economics

Sanskrit

Geography

Home Science 

Psychology

Rural Development 

SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Health and Sanitation 

Certicate Community Medical Service & Essential Drugs 
(CMS & ED)

1 year 
10th or equivalent examination
from a recognized board

Master in Social Work
(MSW)

2 years 
Graduation or any examination 
in any stream



SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE SCIENCE
10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized boardCerticate 1 YearCerticate in Food Processing and Technology 

10+2 Science with PCB, PCM, 
Agriculture or equivalent 
examination

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) 4 YearsAgriculture

10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized board

One-year Diploma 1 Year

Two-year Diploma

Agriculture

Agriculture 2 Years
12th Science (PCM, PCB, Agriculture)
examination or equivalent examination

10th / 10+2 examination in any 
subject from a recognized board

Diploma 2 Years or
3 Years

Diploma in Food Processing and Technology 

B.Sc. (Ag.) or equivalent 
examination

Master of Science
M.Sc. (Ag.)

2 Years

Agronomy

Soil Science

Horticulture

Genetic & Plant Breeding

SCHOOL OF LEGAL STUDIES
PROGRAMS SPECIALIZATION  DURATION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

10+2 examination and pursuing 
a 5-year Law program or pursuing 
a 3-year Law program or 
equivalent examination

Cyber Law

Diploma 
Labour Law

International Family Relations

Taxation and GST

 1 Year

Graduation in any stream 
with 50% marks or 
equivalent examination

LL.B.  3 Years

B.A. LL.B. 5 Years
10+2 examination in any stream 
with 50% marks or equivalent
examination

Bachelor’s degree in law 
with minimum 50% marks 
or equivalent examination

LL.M. 2 Years

Criminal Law 

Business Law

Constitutional and Administrative Law

Labour Law 

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Diploma Course 2 Years
10+2 examination in any stream 
or equivalent examination

Diploma in Computer Applications

Bachelors' in 
Computer Application 

3 Years 
10+2 examination in any stream 
or equivalent examination

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) Information Technology 

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AND COMMERCE

10+2 or equivalent examination 
in any stream

Bachelors of Business
Administration (BBA) 

3 Years
Bachelor of Commerce
(B.Com) 

Human Resources Management 

Master of Business
Administration 
(Single & Dual 
Specializations are
available)

Marketing

Finance

2 Years

Tourism and Travel Management

Graduation or equivalent 
examination in any stream

International Business

Hospitality Management 

Master of Commerce
(M.Com)

PCM

Bachelor of Science
(B.Sc.) 

PCB

ZBC

3 Years

Biotechnology

12th (science) or any other 
equivalent examination 
in relevant subjects

Forensic Science 

Environment Science

Micro Biology 

Hotel Management 

Hospital Management 
10+2 examination in any stream 
or equivalent examination

Physics

Master of Science
(M.Sc.) 

Chemistry

Maths

2 YearsBiotechnology
Graduation or equivalent 
examination in relevant subjects

Forensic Science 

Environment Science 

Micro Biology

Retail and Operations Management 

Certicates Courses Banking, Financial Services & Insurance 
(BFSI) 

1 year 
10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized board

Retail and Operations Management

Diploma Banking, Financial Services & Insurance (BFSI) 2 years
10+2 or equivalent in any stream 
from a recognized board

Business Management 

Supply Chain Management 

Agri Business

Fashion Design 

Mass Communication 

PGDBM Post Graduation Diploma in Business Management 

Health and Sanitation 

Diploma Community Medical Service & Essential Drugs 
(CMS & ED) 

2 years
10+2 examination in any stream 
from a recognized board



SCHOOL OF YOGA AND NATUROPATHY
Certicate 1 Year 10th examination in any stream or

equivalent examinationDiploma
Yoga and Naturopathy 

2 Years

B.Sc. in Yoga 
and Naturopathy 

3 Years
10+2 examination in any stream 
or equivalent examination

M.Sc. in Yoga and 
Naturopathy 2 Years

B.Sc. (yoga and naturopathy) 
or equivalent examination

Bachelor of Library and
Information Science
(B.Lib.I.Sc.)

1 Year
Graduation in any discipline or 
equivalent examination

Master of Library and 
Information Science
M.Lib.Sc.

1 Year
B.Lib / B.Lib.I.Sc or 
equivalent examination

SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

Certicate 1 Year
10th examination from 
a recognized board

Diploma 2 Years 
10+2 examination in any subject 
from a recognized board

Certicate in Library and Information Sciences (C. Lib.)

Diploma in Library and Information Sciences (D. Lib.) 

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND DESIGN

Certicates Course 1 Year
10th or equivalent examination 
from a recognized board

Interior Design

Fashion design

Diploma Course 2 Years
10+2 examination in any stream 
or equivalent examination

Interior Design

Fashion design

B Design 

10+2 examination or equivalent
examination in any stream from a
recognized board

Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA) 

B. Design In Fashion Technology and Accessory Design 

BSc

3 Years

BSc

Interior Design

Fashion design

4 Years

Master of Fine Arts
(MFA) Bachelor’s degree in design/ne 

arts or in any stream or equivalent 
from a recognized University

M Design

M Design

2 YearsFashion Design 

Interior Design

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (Ph.D.)
PROGRAMS SPECIALIZATION  DURATION ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Post Graduate in 
relevant eld with 55% 
marks or equivalent grade.

OR

4-year/8-semester Bachelor’s 
degree with Research with 
minimum CGPA of 7.5/10
minimum CGPA of 7.5/10

Mechanical Engineering

Ph.D.

Electronics and Communications Engineering

Civil Engineering

Computer Science Engineering, Information Technology

Physics, Chemistry, Maths, Biotechnology, Zoology

Agriculture Science

Computer Applications

Electrical Engineering

Hindi, English, Economics, Political Science, History, 
Sanskrit, Geography, Home Science, Psychology, 
Rural Development

Management and Commerce (HR, Finance, Marketing, 
Economics, Supply Chain Management, International 
Business, E-Commerce, Hotel Management, 
Tourism Management, Logistic and Retail Management)

Chemical Engineering

Fashion Design

Mining Engineering

Interior Design

Library Science

Law

Yoga and Naturopathy

Mass Communication

Physical Education

As per
UGC PhD

Regulations

Post Graduate Diploma in
Computer Application 
(PGDCA) 

1 Year
Graduation in any discipline or 
equivalent examination

Masters of Computer
Application (MCA)

2 Years

B.C.A./B.Sc. (IT and Computer 
Science, Mathematics) or 
an equivalent examination



ENGINEERING 
AND TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOL OF 

Logic Makes 
More Sense.



Courses Offered

TYPE BRANCH

Certicates Courses

• Fire Technology and Safety Engineering (Industrial Safety & Engineering)

• Electrical Engineering (Solar PV System & Installation and Maintenance/Automation 

in PLC SCADA and Auto CAD / Electrical Vehicle Design, Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning)

• Electronics Engineering (VHDL & Verilog Programming/ IOT / ICT / Drone Technology) 

• Civil Engineering (Survey Engineering / Material Testing /Construction

• Mechanical Engineering (CAD / Auto Mobile / RAC)

• Computer Science Engineering (Programming Language / Data Science /Cyber Law / 

Computer Applications, Software Development, Cyber Security, Information Technology)

• Chemical Engineering

• Mining Engineering 

Diploma Programs

Bachelor of Technology
(B. Tech.)

Master of Technology
(M. Tech.)

• Fire Technology and Safety Engineering

• Electrical Engineering

• Electronics and Robotics Engineering 

• Civil Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering

• Computer Science and Engineering 

• Information Technology 

• Cyber Security 

• Drone Technology

• Chemical Engineering

• Mining Engineering

• Fire Technology and Safety Engineering (Industrial Safety and Engineering) 

• Electrical Engineering (Power Systems and Power Electronics / Energy Technology

• Electronics Engineering (VLSI Design & Embedded System / Robotics and Automation) 

• Civil Engineering (Structural Engineering/CTM (Construction Technology Management) 

• Mechanical Engineering (Advance Production System /

Thermal Engineering/Auto Mobile Engineering)

• Computer Science and Engineering (Cyber Security / 

AI & ML / AI & Data Science/ Blockchain) 

• Information Technology

• Chemical Engineering

• Mining Engineering

Ph.D. P.hD. available in all streams

• Electronics and Robotics
• Fire Technology and Safety Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Civil Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering 
• Computer Science and Engineering
• Information Technology
• Cyber Security 
• Articial Intelligence & Machine Learning (AI & ML) 
• Articial Intelligence & Data Science 
• Chemical Engineering 
• Mining Engineering

Overview
The changing landscape of India in engineering and 

technology needs more innovation, creativity and 

reform. School of Engineering and Technology, 

Best Engineering College in India, has been 

established with a mission and objective to pursue 

high-quality research and impart research-led 

education in emerging multi-disciplinary areas 

encompass ing sc ience,  eng ineer ing and 

technology.

The primary emphasis of Vikrant University is on 

innovation, exibility, relevance, and cost-

effectiveness in all its programmes. Academic 

programs at Vikrant University are designed to 

enable growth and learning in a highly focused and 

application-based environment. This is achieved 

through a combination of formal lectures and 

hands- on  exper ience  in  we l l -equ ipped 

laboratories and through project activity, which 

will equip students to design and operate high-end 

computing systems.

The learning environment at the University 

nurtures the spirit of enquiry, creativity, problem-

solving, entrepreneurship and innovation, 

promote hands-on & cross-disciplinary learning, 

and inculcate an array of values, job & life skills. 

The University provides a perfect environment to 

pursue cutting-edge cross-disciplinary research in 

engineering sciences and technology by taking 

advantage of the facilities and expertise available 

with the well-established schools of study at the 

University, particularly Physics, Chemistry, 

Mathematics & Computer/Information Sciences 

and Life Sciences. This ensures that students of 

School of Engineering and Technology at Vikrant 

University are transformed into well-rounded, 

industry-ready individuals who are equipped to 

take on leadership responsibilities from the day 

they graduate from the university.

At the Vikrant University, we educate the engineers who will be 

facilitating the passage from design to product and from product 

to start-up to create a socially and environmentally sustainable 

ecosystem. One of the core strengths of the School of 

Engineering and Technology is the world-class infrastructure 

facilities established at the campus. All the laboratories and 

workshops are equipped with the most modern equipment that 

are required by the students for pursuing their studies. Core 

strength is its highly qualied, motivated and committed team of 

faculty, which is a ne blend of experience and dynamism of 

youth. The University concentrates on providing quality 

education in a highly disciplined environment and would like to 

position itself as a centre of excellence which offers courses in 

traditional engineering as well as technology-based disciplines. 

The program seeks to create exceptional leaders trained to 

operate in tomorrow's complex technology-oriented business 

environment.

Message from 
School of 

Engineering and Technology



Departments of School of Engineering and Technology

DOCE is instituted with a well-dened vision of achieving 

international repute in education, training, and research 

in the core and allied elds of Civil Engineering. As Civil 

engineering is a professional engineering discipline that 

deals with the design, construction, and maintenance of 

the physical and naturally built environment, including 

public works such as roads, bridges, canals, dams, 

airports, sewerage systems, pipelines, structural 

components of buildings, and railways, The school offers 

basic and advanced training programs to its students and 

exposes them to related research in contemporary and 

futuristic technologies. The departments encourage 

students to participate in various technical, co-curricular 

and extracurricular activities within and outside the 

departments and school. They also get the opportunity 

to work through MoUs with well-known companies. 

Career opportunities: Civil Engineering provides a 

solid background in mathematics and basic sciences 

applied toward the study and design of engineering 

systems. Civil Engineering offers a challenging and 

fullling career to individuals with a wide variety of 

interests. Some of the possible career opportunities are 

as a Builder, City Planner, Architecture, Civil Engineer, 

Irrigation Engineer and Planner. Civil Engineers are 

employed in the public and private sectors in all branches 

of design, maintenance and construction of roads, 

highways, bridges, airports, housing complexes, 

marketplace etc.  All faculties of the department are very 

dedicated and have immense experience in teaching and 

research. Together, the team is capable of providing 

state-of-the-art exposure to students with a quality 

approach to research and product development. 

Department of Civil Engineering (DOCE)1 

Well equipped with high-quality instruments. 

Academic Collaboration of Civil Engineering 

Department:

• Civil Guruji 

• CMTI 

An MoU has been inked between “Department of Civil 

Engineering” and “Civil Guruji” & “CMTI”, which are  

Civil Engineers Training Institute which Provides 

Corporate Training to the needy Civil Engineers for their 

jobs and Career growth. It is a very unique Training 

Institute that provides practical based learning skills such 

as, Complete Building Estimation, Complete Building 

Procedure, Bar Bending schedule, and Quantity Survey. 

Consultancy Projects: 

• Lahar Ofce Building Nagar Parishad, 

• Antari Construction of RCC drain & stadium 

• C.M.O. - Kolaras-Shivpuri Shopping Complex 

• C.M.O.- Narwar- Design of crust (Flexible) 

• C.M.O.-Datia -Design of exible pavement

Programs Offered in DOCE

• Certicate in Civil Engineering

• Diploma in Civil Engineering

• B.Tech in Civil Engineering

• M.Tech in Civil Engineering

• PhD in Civil Engineering

Laboratories of Civil Engineering Department: 

Material Testing Surveying Geology Fluid Mechanics 

Soil Mechanics Highway Concrete Technology Environmental Engineering 

The DoE constitutes of Seven Departments:

 Department of Civil Engineering (DoCE) 

 Department of Electrical Engineering (DoEE) 

 Department of Computer Science Engineering (DoCSE) 

& Information Technology (DoIT)

 Department of Mechanical Engineering (DoME) 

 Department Fire Technology and Safety Engineering (DoFTSE)

 Department of Electronics and Robotics Engineering (DOER)



•  VLSI and Embedded System Design Lab emphasize on 

building the concepts and skill of the students with 

real-time problems related to embedded systems and 

real-time operating systems. 

•  Control & Automation Lab has the best-in-class 

technology platforms for Automation Systems& 

Industry oriented applications. 

•  Power System Lab is equipped with Hardware (all the 

latest protection devices such as Numerical Relays for 

Generator, Motor, and Transformer Protection) and 

Simulation Software - Dig SILENT Power Factory 

2017 - Research Version (Unlimited Busbars) & 

Education Version (50Busbars) 

•  Power Electronics & Drives Lab is equipped with 

variable speed AC & DC drives using a DSP kit, Power 

analyzer. 

•  Microprocessor and Digital System Design Lab 

enables the students to familiarize the architecture of 

the 8086 processor, assembly language programming 

and interfacing with various modules. In the digital 

system design lab, students are imparted the core 

knowledge of Digital Circuits using Hardware 

Description Language and develop an understanding 

of how the design of the system can be simulated 

before being manufactured. 

In the Department of Electrical Engineering (DoEE) all 

the Programs offer a unique mix of Electrical, Electronics, 

Communication, Instrumentation, and Computer 

related courses that enable the students to choose a 

professional career and pursue higher studies in any of 

these streams. The M. Tech Programs have a 

multidisciplinary focus and are oriented with the sole aim 

of developing the students' core competence, to take up 

the challenges in the eld of design, research & 

development ,  as  per  industry  and academic 

requirements. The wide range of programmes and open 

elective courses offered in the certicate, diploma, 

B.Tech, M.Tech and Ph.D. Programs, cover a broad 

spectrum of the subject domain and enable the students 

to expertise themselves in their areas of interest. The 

curriculum is periodically updated, in consultation with 

the experts from industry and academia, to react and 

cover the latest changes in technology. 

Career Opportunities

Career Opportunities exist in al l  Electronics, 

Communication, Electrical, Power Electronics, Electric 

Vehicle, Renewable Energy Systems, Power Systems, 

Control and Automation, IT, VLSI and Embedded system 

based Industries including Amazon, TCS, IBM, Videocon, 

Airtel, Reliance Jio, Ericsson, Secure Meters, Think and 

Learn, Societe Generale, Edureka, IDEA, Sapient, Mettl, 

Global Reach, Triumph Technologies, National 

Instruments, Genus Power, Gram Power, RMS 

Switchgear, Spring role, Pinnacle, Genesis, Siemens, 

ABB, Schneider etc. and also various PSUs and other 

government sectors. 

Laboratories

All labs of the Department are equipped with the latest 

hardware and software tools to support knowledge 

dissemination and provide hands-on practical 

experience. Important laboratories of the department 

are: 

•  Communication Lab focuses on training the students 

in both analogue and digital transmission/ reception of 

signals.

•  Microwave Lab paves way as a platform for students 

to explore microwave characteristics and various 

microwave active devices. 
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•  Electronic Circuit Design Lab students practically 

observe the device characteristics as studied in theory 

and use these devices for various applications.

•  Project and Innovation Lab essentially a Printed 

Circuit Board (PCB) laboratory focuses on training 

the students for the design and fabrication of circuits.

Faculty

The Department has committed and dedicated faculty 

members, having diverse specializations with rich 

experience in teaching, research, and industry. The 

faculty aims to maximize the impact of the teaching-

learning process through the use of innovative 

methodologies. The facultiesare encouraged to be 

actively involved in research and also contribute to 

curriculum development for the benet of students, 

departments, institutions, and industries. 

Programs Offered in DOEE

•  Certicate in Electrical Engineering

• D iploma in Electrical Engineering

• B .Tech in Electrical Engineering

• M .Tech in Electrical Engineering

• P hD in Electrical Engineering

 Project and Industrial Training

Project Name: Solar vehicle Details: engineering 

and diploma nal year students in 2019 made a 

solar-driven e- rikshaw. This e –rickshaw is now 

associated with Gwalior smart city. 

Workshop & SDPs

•  Workshop on “recent trends in power system” 

sponsored by TEQIP-III 

•  Workshop on “IOT and Embedded system” 

•  Workshop on “Soft computing techniques and 

its applications “sponsored by TEQIP-III. 

Industrial Collaboration 

•  Gwalior smart city development corporation 

Pvt. Ltd. (Initiative Dream Hatcher Incubation 

Centre) 

•  B & R Automation Private Limited (A Member 

of the ABP Group).



The Department of Computer Science Engineering & 

Information Technology (DoCS&IT) constitutes of two 

sub-departments: 

• Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) 

• Information Technology (IT) 

In DoCS& IT, the B Tech program enables a student to get 

broad-based learning in core areas during the rst two 

years. The next two years offerthe opportunity to 

specialize in a specic area of his choice through a 

selection of the departmental electives (DE) from a 

minor specialization group electives and deciding topics 

of his minor and major projects. The Department offers 

seven minor specialization tracks namely Cloud 

Computing, Computational Intelligence, Cyber Security, 

Data Science, Image Processing & Computer Vision, 

Sensor Networks and IoT, Web Technologies. These 

courses have been based on market demand and 

expertise of the teachers in the Department. The 

programs also include exposure to the latest tools and 

technologies with optional certication from ARM, 

Cisco, EC Council (Cyber Security), EMC2 (Cloud 

Computing), Microsoft, Oracle, VMware, ERP etc. 

Career Opportunities exist in top IT companies like 

Accenture, Amazon, Dell, Deloitte, Google, Honeywell, 

IBM, Infosys, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, Samsung, TCS and 

Wipro etc. 

The Department also offers postgraduate programs with 

specializations in Computer Science & Engineering and 

Information Technology respectively, these programs at 

DoCS are gaining popularity due to a strong focus in 

frontier research areas driven by senior faculty and much 

international collaboration, evidenced by ever-increasing 

numbers of research scholars, both full time and part-

time. The Department has active collaborations with 

leading industrial houses like ARM, Dell, EC Council, 

EMC2 Texas Instruments, Intel, Microchip, Oracle, 

Cisco, VMware etc. who have provided their 

development platforms and test environments for 

pursuing projects-based learning as well as certications. 

Faculty: 

The Department has about 23 highly qualied and 

motivated faculties in its three departments. The faculty 

is not only engaged in teaching and research but also in 

consultancy assignments and projects funded by Govt. 

and industry. 

Labs and Centre: 

• Central Computer Lab: 

Computer science and Information Technology change 

the world by designing, building and deploying innovative 

solutions to real-world problems. They design and build 

Department of Computer Science Engineering 
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hardware and software systems; develop effective ways 

to solve problems (such as extracting knowledge from 

massive amounts of data, deploying robots in the real 

world, or devising new approaches to security and 

privacy); and invent new and better ways to use 

computers to address challenges such as decoding the 

human genome, making transportation more efcient, 

revolutionizing health care, empowering people in the 

developing world, transforming education, and building 

video games. 

To train our students well, DoCS has a huge central 

computer lab where experts from different domain 

trains them with practical approach and industry 

requirements. The lab is well equipped with more than 

300+ systems with all time internet facility and 

supporting software. The central computer lab of DoCS 

is one of a kind lab which is certies and well recognised 

by TCS also.

Language Lab 

The Department of Computer Science Engineering 

possesses a network-based Language Lab. The objective 

of the lab is to make the students condent and better 

speakers. Efforts are made to harness the technology for 

providing better learning environment. Moreover, 



Department of Mechanical Engineering (DoME) is one of 

the founding Department of Vikrant Group of Institutions 

offering Certicate, Diploma, UG, PG and PhD programs 

with a vision of achieving international repute in 

education, training, and research in the core and allied 

elds of Mechanical and Fire Technology Engineering. 

The Department is equipped with state-of-the-art 

laboratories and offers programs with an updated 

curriculum aligned with “Outcome Based Education and 

Experiential Learning” with a strong emphasis in making 

our students industry-readyengineers. 

Faculty Universities/Institutions with rich teaching, 

industry and research experience Innovation is carried in 

interdisciplinary: (DoME) has a team of 17 well-qualied 

faculty from national and international area areas such as 

Robotics, Articial Intelligence etc. Faculty members of 

DoME have published research papers in Scopus index 

and reputed SCI journals and together the team provides 

state-of-art exposure to make students industry ready 

with a qualied approach to research and product 

development. 

LABORATORIES 

• Central workshop which comprises machine shop, 

welding shop, Foundry, carpentry, Fitting and smithy 

shop. 

• Fluid Mechanics Laboratory. 

• Strength of Materials laboratory. 

• Material Testing Laboratory. 

• Heat Transfer Laboratory. 

• Automobile laboratory 

• Basic Mechanical Engineering Laboratory 

• Thermal Engineering Laboratory 

• Theory of machines laboratory 

• CNC Lathe Machine Key features of DoME.

• Mechanical engineering department is actively 

involved in research and development of Nanomaterial 

for automotive tyres and battery systems for electric 

vehicles. The department has MoU with B&R 

Automation private limited (A Unit of ABP Group) for 

skill certication to increase the employability of 

engineering students. 

•  Workshops 

1. Two-day workshop on ROBOTRONIX for robot 

making. 

2. Three-day workshop on Design &Modelling. 

3. Two workshops on “Emerging Trends in Global 

Manufacturing Industries” sponsored by MPCST.

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
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spoken English. With the help of software, students are 

able to learn the variation in articulation, accent, rhythm 

and intonation of speech sounds. Also, the software 

offers a storehouse of exercises for enhancing the 

knowledge of grammar and vocabulary skills. In addition 

to this, activity-based learning is promoted among 

students and they are encouraged to participate in 

various activities like role play, group discussion, debate, 

extempore, JAM etc. The regular lab sessions help the 

students, in the long run, to bring out the necessary 

changes in their overall personality. 

Research & Project 

CS Lab has advanced computing platforms with CDAC's 

PARAM Shavak supercomputer and additional 30 NVidia 

Workstations. The lab is used by M. Tech. Students and 

Research Scholars fortheir AI, Cloud Computing & Deep 

learning projects. The lab harnesses many advanced 

software like NS3/Qualnet, MatLab, SPSS, etc. 

Key Features: 

• IEEE CHAPTER: The department of computer 

science and engineering has established a IEEE Student 

chapter in its premises on 03rd Oct 2018. 

• CONFERENCES: Publishing Agreement by Springer 

Nature Singapore Pte. Ltd. (152, Beach Road, #21- 

01/04 Gateway East, Singapore 189721) for MACHINE 

INTELLIGENCE AND SMART SYSTEMS 

• Special session in Springer Conference (SCI- 2K19) 

• Special session in IEEE Conference (SCOPES - 2016)

Programs Offered in DOEE

• Certicate in CSE & IT Engineering

• Certicate in Cyber Security 

• Diploma in CSE & IT Engineering

• Diploma in Cyber Security 

• B.Tech in CSE & IT Engineering

• B.Tech in Cyber Security Engineering

• M.Tech in Computer Science Engineering

• PhD in Computer Science Engineering



• Instructor

• Safety consultant

• Fire Ofcer

• Station Master / Supervisor / In-charge

• Safety supervisor

• Government Fire ghting department

• Oil companies

• Reneries

• Chemical plants

• Industries

• Electricity boards

• Fire Safety training institutes

• Construction rms

• Armed forces

• Government departments

• Fire and Safety professionals also have huge demand 

abroad. Industries in Gulf countries, Europe and USA are 

known to recruit re and safety professionals from India.

Programs Offered in DOF&S

• Certicate in Fire and Safety Management 

Engineering

•  Diploma in Fire and Safety Management Engineering

• B.Tech in Fire and Safety Management Engineering

• M.Tech in Fire and Safety Management Engineering

• Ph.D. in Fire and Safety Management Engineering

The department of Fire Technology was established in 

the year 2013. Fire & Safety can be dened as the 

application of scientic and engineering principles, rules 

& expert judgments, based on understanding of the 

phenomenon and effects of re, its reactions and 

behaviour of people, property and the environment from 

the destructive effects of re. We are the only institute in 

the region to provide diplomas, bachelor's and master's 

programmes in this stream. We are equipped with 

laboratories and all other necessary facilities. The 

department has a huge physical training and re drill 

ground with a re tower which facilitates students to get 

trained for any critical situations.

Programme Highlights

• To impart professional training in Fire Engineering, 

Safety and Disaster Management to cater to the needs of 

private and public sectors, government and municipal re 

services in and out of India.

• To provide qualied and well-trained re service and 

safety personnel for the above-mentioned organizations.

• To procure training material/equipment and 

literature etc.

• To arrange student visits to various plants/ industrial 

establishments/re brigades.

• To upgrade and modernise the reghting 

equipment's through research and development.

• To advise the Government and the agencies in 

framing policies in the eld of Fire Engineering and Safety 

Management.

Facilities Available

For the outcome of well trained and practically 

experienced candidates department has its own Practical 

Training Yard with all the latest technologies and Facilities.

• Training related to maintenance and erection of 

Scaffolding.

• Equipment used for Fall Protection.

• Techniques used in Excavation.

• Different types of Ladders and Ropes.

• How to use various types of Breathing Apparatuses.

• Use of different types of Personal Protective 

Equipment.

• Precautions during Conned Space Entry.

• Use of different types of Fire Alarms and Hydrant 

Systems.

• Water Monitor, Sprinkler systems and many other 

things related to Fire and Safety systems.

Career Prospects and Job opportunities

For Fire and Safety Management professionals job 

opportunities are available in both sectors Government 

as well as Private. Some of the major sectors in which 

opportunities available are as follows,

• Safety Engineer

• Safety ofcer

• Fireman

Department of Fire Technology and Safety Engineering 
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Career Opportunities

You'll be equipped with the knowledge and skills to 

design, develop, manufacture and operate the intelligent 

products and complex systems of today and tomorrow.

Opportunities exist in:

The beginning of this century is marked with multi-

disciplinary technological advancement which has not 

only revolutionized Indian and global industrial market 

but also has put an impact on engineering education 

system. Vikrant University responded to the changed 

technological scenario by introducing a new specialized 

engineering graduate and post graduate degree course in 

Electronics and Robotics under the School of Engineering 

and established Department of Electronics and Robotics. 

Electronics and Robotics Engineering adds a new 

dimension to the expansion of modern technology in 

recent years. The theoretical underpinning of Electronics 

and Robotics Engineering is a synergistic blend of 

Electronics, Mechanics, Robotics and Computer 

Engineering. The course is unique with respect to similar 

degree programs and is framed accordingly to educate 

graduate engineers to become experts in the 

multidisciplinary area.

Department covers a wide range of technology to create 

future Electronics and Robotics, from human-friendly 

robots used in super aging society and self-controlled 

smart Electronics systems to intelligent spaces and smart 

society as extended concepts of robotics. Research 

projects includes variety of topics such as the 

coordinated control systems of multiple robots, self-

controlled robots, smart welfare machines, sensors 

based on MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) 

technology, sensor networks and nanorobots using DNA 

as a material. The style of the researches is really 

“synthetic”, ranging over the construction of theory, 

design, simulation, prototype, test and implementation in 

our society.

The Department also offers Engineering and certicate 

courses in Electronics & Robotics and Electronics & 

Communication for students wishing to incorporate 

robotic engineering and Electronics into their education.

Department of Electronics Engineering 
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Vision

The Department always aims to nurture the graduate, 

postgraduate students and research scholars with care so that 

they can achieve excellence to serve the needs of the society, 

industry, and research in the overall scenario of the country 

compatible with global developments. The aims to be 

recognized as a leader in Electronics and robotics education and 

research and to convert students into successful professionals 

with a high degree of skills and an additive sense of civic, 

professional, and ethical values.

Mission

The Department is committed to educating its students to ignite 

creative minds with the wisdom and knowledge they receive and 

also for the development of human well-being. The students are 

motivated to translate their wisdom for the greater interests of 

human welfare. Further, the mission is extended to educate and 

prepare students at graduate and postgraduate levels to take 

leadership roles in the elds of Electronics & robotics and to 

conduct quality research. The Department provides leadership 

in Electronics and robotics education, through a continuously 

improving educational program that provides students with 

strong engineering science fundamentals while incorporating 

applied engineering aspects. All possible resources are made 

available to the students so that they become effective 

passionate and creative personals. 

• Robotics and automation

• Aerospace systems and ight control

• Articial intelligence

• Bioengineering

• Intelligent systems for motor vehicles

• Manufacturing systems and processes

• Telecommunications

• Medical systems

• Software engineering

• Mining systems and processes

• Nanotechnology.

There are also opportunities for electronics and robotics 

engineers in consulting, management and nance. You 

may also pursue a career in research and development, in 

academia, research institutions or advanced industry 

sectors. Our graduates have gone on to successful 

careers in top companies including Tesla, Mitsubishi 

Electric, Google, Deloitte, NASA, Apple, Rocket Lab, 

Department of Defence, Medtronic, Rio Tinto, Creature 

Technology Co., PwC and Dyson.



Electronics and Robotics Laboratory at department of 

Electronics and Robotics engineering (DOER), Vikrant 

University is equipped with all necessary facilities for the 

students to develop their understanding in upcoming 

areas of robotics & electronics. The lab facilities cater the 

need for the structured courses such as, Electronics and 

Robotics, Electronics and Communication, Study 

oriented projects, Lab oriented projects, dissertation and 

thesis works. Apart from these courses, the lab is always 

open to help and enable students for various projects. 

The basic role of this lab is to provide the experimental 

environment for industrial manipulators and the path 

planning strategies for mobile robots. The lab is equipped 

with the experimental facilities for enabling the 

understanding for sensors, actuators, and controller. The 

lab is well equipped with the elementary and advanced 

equipment such as, Scorbot-ER-4U, 4 DOF manipulator 

with teach pendent & software, multiple sets of Docile X 

robot, Omni wheel robot loaded with sonars, 

experimental sensor kits by NI, smart vision system, etc. 

The lab experiments and various students' projects are 

consistently guided by the faculty members and 

technicians.  

Faculty

The Department has committed and dedicated faculty 

members, having diverse specializations with rich 

experience in teaching, research, and industry. The 

faculty aims to maximize the impact of the teaching-

learning process through the use of innovative 

methodologies. The faculties are encouraged to be 

actively involved in research and also contribute to 

curriculum development for the benet of students, 

departments, institutions, and industries. 

Project and Industrial Training

Project Name: Solar vehicle Details: engineering and 

diploma nal year students in 2019 made a solar-driven e- 

rikshaw. This e –rickshaw is now associated with Gwalior 

smart city. 

Workshop & SDPs

• Workshop on “recent trends in power system” 

sponsored by TEQIP-III 

•  Workshop on “IOT and Embedded system” 

• Workshop on “Soft computing techniques and its 

applications “sponsored by TEQIP-III. 

Industrial Collaboration 

• Gwalior smart city development corporation Pvt. 

Ltd. (Initiative Dream Hatcher Incubation Centre) 

• B & R Automation Private Limited (A Member of the 

ABP Group).

• Certicate in Electronics Engineering

• Diploma in Electronics and Communication Engineering

• B.Tech in Electronics and Robotics

• M.Tech in Robotics and automation

• M.Tech in VLSI design and embedded system

• PhD in Electronics 

Laboratories 

Programs Offered in DOER
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The Science of Agriculture is a comprehensive science covering a 

wide range of elds, from basic to applied, with the aim of 

contributing to human survival and life, including the analysis of 

biological functions, the production of foods and foods that make 

effective use of those functions, the conservation of the natural 

environment, and the maintenance of our living environment, 

including local communities. In other words, modern agriculture is 

not only an industry but also a practical study that supports our lives. 

Our country is farmer country also called as (KRASHI PRADHAN 

DESH); in India 58% population mainly depends on Agriculture and 

also Agriculture is backbone of Indian economy. Its allied sectors, is 

conclusively the largest livelihood provider in India. Still, many 

people not interested in farming and shy away from getting a degree 

in agriculture. Agriculture is the future of the country and is a gold 

mine for entrepreneurs. But, there are still a number of 

opportunities, development, and research needed in the 

agricultural sector. Rising world population and economies are 

rapidly increasing the demand for food. At the same time, 

agricultural systems are being placed under pressure to meet 

environmental, social and economic goals.

Overview
School of Agriculture Science's Mission is to achieve Excellence in 

Academics, Leadership, Research & Innovation. It aims to educate 

students who seek knowledge, and wants to learn current & 

advanced agriculture practices and techniques on strong scientic 

foundations and hands-on experience for a promising career.

Vikrant University - School of Agriculture is the centre of teaching, 

learning and research in agriculture, animal science, crop science, 

global development and the environment. The exciting structure of 

the agricultural courses allows students to select from many 

subjects taught by experts in their eld, thus providing for the 

individual student's specialist needs as well as developing a core 

understanding of their subject.

School of Agriculture Science (SoAS) provides many facilities for the 

students. The Teaching faculty is highly qualied and has many years 

of experience.  It has a variety of books and journals in the 

departmental library with more than 100seating arrangements. 

There is one reading room and comfortable reading halls for 

reference and periodical sections. It has high-end computer systems 

in the digital library section, working laboratories for UG, PG and 

research scholars, computer laboratories, internet in hostels, 

canteen, etc.

Facilities

The School of Agriculture Science has Library with 

broadband Wi-Fi connectivity. It provides a sound 

physical and digital learning environment round the 

clock. The learning materials are in the Printed, Audio 

and Visual form. 

Agriculture Library

Message from 
School of 

Agriculture Science



Potential employment areas after courses like B.Sc., 

M.Sc. and Ph.D. in Agriculture:-

1. Agricultures Scientist. 

2. Agriculture Development Ofcers (ADO)

3. Block Development ofcers (BDO)

4. Extension Ofcer (EO)

5. Plantation Manager

6. Agriculture Ofcer /Agriculture Field Ofcers 

 (AO/AFO)

7. Agriculture Loan Ofcers in Banks

8. Operations Manager in Fertilizers Units

9. Food Processing Units – Private and Government

10. Farm Manager

11. Forester Ofcer 

12. Subject Matter Specialist in Krishi Vigyan Kendras

13. Ofcer in Quality Assurance

14. Field Ofcer

15. Rural Agriculture Extension Ofcer (RAEO)

16. Rural Horticulture Extension Ofcer (RHEO)

17. Subject Matter Specialist (SMS), Etc.

Career Prospects

VIKRANT UNIVERSITY provides all the necessary help 

and assistance for student's placement once the course is 

completed. A number of talks, Agriculture seminars, 

workshops, and others are organized to help students 

Placement

Salient Features of School of Agriculture

Main aim of School of Agriculture Science (SoAS) 

increased production and productivity must be the sole 

objective of agricultural research, to make a successful 

career in the agriculture eld

 Training of manpower with more practical 

orientation to cater to the needs of public, private 

and corporate sectors in agriculture.

 Providing experiential learning and hands-on 

training for developing an entrepreneurial skill for 

being a job provider as well as job seekers.

 Complete implementation of Government 

recommendations.

 I m p a r t i n g  k n o w l e d g e  a n d  t r a i n i n g  i n 

interdisciplinary production-oriented courses in 

agriculture.

learn about different career choices. An individual 

training and placement cell is established by the 

University. It aims to promote the students in higher level 

through employment.

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Certicate Certicate in Food Processing and Technology 

Diploma Diploma in Food Processing and Technology 

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) Agriculture

Master of Science
M.Sc. (Ag.)

• Agronomy
• Soil Science
• Horticulture
• Genetic & Plant Breeding

Two-year Diploma

Agriculture

Agriculture

One-year Diploma

Working Laboratory in 
School of Agriculture Science

*practical elds and research eld also 

available for UG & PG students

Agronomy and 
Agro-meteorology  

Soil Science and 
Agriculture Chemistry 

Genetics and 
Plant Breeding 

Horticultural  

Agriculture 
Entomology

Agriculture 
Pathology

Agricultural Extension & 
Agricultural Economics
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We are a student-focused university and a lot of emphases is given to 

learning. Our student-centred approach to teaching and learning is 

geared toward ensuring that our students should emerge not only 

with a high level of communication and problem-solving skills, 

exibility to adapt to new situations, and the ability to become future 

leaders in their chosen elds, but with sensitivity to societal issues 

and working on the principles of 'Giving Back to Society' and 

'Building for Nation'. The main goal is to provide education to 

students so that they not only become skilled and employable but 

also successful entrepreneurs and create jobs for others. Education 

does not mean just delivering lectures, taking exams and awarding 

degrees. Real education goes way beyond classroom teaching and 

learning. We provide skills, exposure and an environment for holistic 

development to our students. We are putting emphasis on 

producing graduates with a hands-on approach in a multidisciplinary 

environment and industry-based learning experience. Our goal is to 

keep raising the bar of the right education in a personalized manner 

where each student can perform in real life. The foundation of the 

School of Computer Application at Vikrant University is strong and 

the university is effectively proliferating in all elds and creating a 

talent pool for companies. We endeavour to encourage our 

students to develop ethically, intellectually, socially and physically.

Wishing you every success, good health and spirit, and very happy 

and fruitful university life. Thank you for being a special member of 

our fraternity!

Overview

Information Technology is a fascinating and innovative subject that has allured students to 

study, explore and excel. The school of computer science opens doors to innumerable 

opportunities for students who have fervour in inventing future of digital technology. Our 

comprehensive programs are strategically designed to captivate the intellectual desire of 

budding scholars and to help them enhance their IT aptitude by way of innovative training and 

teaching.

Computer science is a vast eld which offers powerful courses that meet the expectations of 

today's IT industry. This dynamic eld is a fusion of technical know-how as well as intellectual 

skills. With growing time, it has seen countless transformations and has amazed people with 

its inventions and discoveries. Today, IT is considered as the backbone of all other competing 

industries. School of Computer Application is founded with an innovative vision to impart an 

inspiring curriculum that drives students to explore and help them meet the pace of this fast-

growing technology. This best computer science college offers graduation, post-graduation 

and integrated degree courses in computer science that effectively articulates the subject 

from scratch to specialization. Our aim is to give a holistic platform to students who are 

zealous to take articial intelligence and fth generation computers to incredible levels.

Vikrant University, the best computer science University of India leaves no stone unturned in 

providing latest technically equipped computer labs, high quality educational programs, 

modern techniques of pedagogy and advanced practical training in computer science that 

abets budding engineers to dene and rene their procient skills and passion.

Message from 
School of 

Computer Application



Pedagogy

The school of Computer Application proffers an array of 

graduate and post graduate and doctoral programs that 

deals with future cyber & computer applications i.e. 

BCA, MCA and Ph.D.

The school emphasizes enhancing prowess and 

upgrading knowledge as this eld is full of innovative 

prospects, challenges and intrigue. Our pedagogy aims in 

building IT scholars that specialize in all the facets of this 

miraculous subject and thereby, rene their intellectual 

skills.

Our scrupulously designed course curriculum is based on 

global IT standards, the latest industry demands and 

conceptual prodigy. We are proud to have extremely 

procient teachers and faculties that have the knack of 

bringing the best out of students through their unrivalled 

teaching techniques and training programs. Our realistic 

approach and comprehensive courses enable our 

students to carve a digital future and unrivalled software. 

Our aim is to impart all-inclusive technical know-how 

that drives them to learn the latest computer languages, 

scripts, software and programs. Furthermore, we have 

evolved revolutionary and pragmatic training sessions 

within our hi-tech computer labs to rene their practical 

knowledge of this vast eld. It helps them groom their 

subjective understanding and aids them to gain hands-in-

experience.

Our competitive exams, motivational workshops and 

level-based rewards system encourage the students to 

accentuate undiscovered in the eld and manoeuvre 

them to deliver near-to accurate or accurate results. It 

also helps them in attaining an insight into this hard & 

demanding IT industry.

The pedagogy of the School of Computer science 

encompasses the following core areas:

Pragmatism

Computer science is a practical subject and in order to 

hone the skills & aptitude of students by building an ever-

enhancing platform to learn and work on cutting-edge 

technologies.

Technology & culture

We believe in providing healthy competitive culture to 

our students that give them free hands-onthe latest 

digital technology.

Team spirit

Our team-building exercises are very stimulating and 

help them learn the working culture of the IT industry.

Overall personality development

Our strategically designed programs help our pupils to 

groom their overall personality which makes them stand 

out of crowd and prepares them for gruelling 

competition in the outside world.

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Diploma Course Diploma in Computer Applications

Bachelors' in Computer Application 

Information Technology 

Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Application (PGDCA) 

Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) 

Masters of Computer Application (MCA)



Career Prospects

In the era of digitization, career in IT industry is a lucrative 

option and most of all, there are a plethora of job 

opportunities in the market for IT professionals.

Be it in India or abroad, the Industry is seeking computer 

science experts in all sectors and is offering handsome 

packages. In addition, one can open its own consultancy 

rm or work from home as a freelance IT programmer or 

analyst and can thus, outsource his/her acumen and 

services.

The scope is extensively wide and allows specialized 

graduates to build their own destiny in this eld. The 

options and designations can be in several forms like 

solutions architect, software engineer, system analyst, 

technical analyst, data scientist, software developer, 

mobile app developer, network engineer, web designer, 

and system or network analyst. In order to reach heights 

in this challenging eld, one needs prociency and 

dedication.

Schoo l  o f  computer  app l i c a t ion  i s  o f f e r i ng 

B.C.A.&M.C.A. degree programs, which have an 

extensive but not exhaustive curriculum. This will give 

young developers wings to y but the ight distance is the 

limitless sky. We as an institution can enhance your 

technical knowledge, design your training, provide you 

facilities and guide your path in order to help you choose 

your career path. Our dedicated placement panel aids 

graduates and postgraduates in building careers in the 

eld of computer science by way of counselling and 

inviting coveted IT organizations for campus placements.

Aspirants of the eld tend to do their Bachelor in 

Computer Applications (BCA) and then move ahead to 

do their Master's in the same eld. BCA followed by an 

MBA or MCA is the common path for people interested 

in the eld of Information Technology (IT). The student 

could work as Web Designer, Data Entry Clerk, PHP 

Web Developer, software developer, software engineer, 

project manager, Systems Analyst and Ofce 

Administrator. Students who study BCA are very well 

versed in programming languages such as Java, C+, HML, 

and SQL.
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Message from Dean/ Director

• Numerous research grants and awards earned by our 

faculty, including some of our junior faculty.

• New majors, minors, and programs established for 

both undergraduate and graduate students

• Many new innovative courses and more experiential 

offerings, inside and outside of the classroom, to 

expand on the undergraduate experience

• Consistent levels of funding support, even during the 

recent economic recession

These are only a few examples, which are noteworthy 

and commendable. But resting on our laurels is simply 

not in our DNA. We will continue to strategically 

support, improve, expand, and enhance our school's 

academic programs in ways that best serve the University 

as a whole.

Characterized by its diversity of academics and 

scholarship, the School of Humanities and Culture at 

Vikrant University is, in many ways, the University's 

educational foundation.

Our students excel in the classroom, participate in 

independent study, conduct research alongside faculty, 

study abroad, and engage in extracurricular activities, 

community service, and entrepreneurial endeavours. 

They do so with the leadership, guidance, and mentoring 

of our award-winning faculty, who are nationally and 

internationally recognized for their teaching, research, 

and scholarship.

In addition, the School Humanities and Culture is at a 

particularly strong point in its history. Our recent points 

of pride include:

• A strong, diverse, and lauded faculty that comprises 

awardees and honourees of organizations and 

programs such as the National Academy of Sciences 

and Fulbright Scholar Program.

• Strategic initiatives focused on data science, energy 

and the environment, humanities, performing arts, 

and expanding research opportunities.

Overview
The School of Humanities and Culture nurtures excellence in arts, culture and social 

sciences. The school aims to provide the foundation for intellectual and creative experiences 

for youth. Social Sciences are that eld of academics that explores various aspects of human 

society.

It is commonly used as an umbrella term to refer to a dynamic eld outside of the natural 

sciences. The aim of the school to offer various courses is to provide a unique blend for 

students to understand society holistically and prepare them to become better individuals 

and professionals in due course.

At the School of Humanities and Culture emphasis is laid not only on nurturing upcoming 

professionals but also on moulding them into world-class citizens who are capable of making 

judicious decisions when put in responsible positions. Students from all walks of life and 

hailing from different parts of the world get a chance to interact among themselves and work 

together thus making them sensitive to each other's ethos and cultural value systems. This 

will be made possible by rigorous classroom teaching and practical training/activities, like 

Field visits, Rural Camps, Program Media Sessions, Art & Craft competitions and Expert 

talks. Students will be taught both the abstractions necessary for scientic enquiry and the 

skills needed to solve immediate and local problems. The students will, therefore, be adept 

at whatever career they choose, be it in business, government, or research. The Humanities 

and Culture help the students to enrich their lives, solve their problems, extend 

opportunities and create a better world. The school applies innovative teaching methods to 

understand societal needs.

Message from 
School of 

Humanities and Culture



Courses Offered

Pedagogy
The Humanities and Culture currently offer courses B.A., BBE, MA and PhD.

These subjects vary in their curriculum and the methodology which is required to teach these subjects to the 

students. The teaching aids and activities which are to be followed are different. Still, the School decided to 

house all these under one roof. The school decided to adopt a exible credit system for assessment purposes. 

The school allows the students to select which subjects they would like to study. The students will be given 

the choice to even select subjects from a different discipline.

The course material has been prepared with an innovative approach enabling students to enjoy the freedom 

to choose from various options available and explore their talent to apply it in achieving the set targets. The 

school will be organising regular seminars, workshops, eld projects, internships and educational visits for the 

benet of the students. Another important area where the students will be trained is on inculcating research 

orientation among them. Real learning could be done by developing the habit of research. The school will be 

using a research-led education system to teach the students.

TYPE COURSE

Bachelor of Business Economics (BBE)

(B.A.) General

Master of Arts
(M.A.)

Master in Social Work (MSW)

• English 

• Hindi

• Economics

• Business Economics

• Political Science

• History

• Public Administration

• Education

• Sanskrit

• Geography

• Home Science 

• Psychology

• Rural Development 

Bachelor of Arts
BA (Journalism and Mass Communication)

Bachelor of Social Work (BSW)



Initiatives of the School:

Academic Writing Courses

The School of Humanities and Culture offers courses that 

train students in evidence-based reading and writing. 

These courses consist of modules in academic reading 

and writing such as identifying arguments and their 

corresponding evidence, independently evaluating and 

assembling relevant evidence, assessing the strength and 

appropriateness of logical connections in an argument, 

and evaluating the coherence and compositional aspects 

of argumentative writing.

Writers' Workshop

Writers' Workshop is a consultancy service planned to be 

offered to students and faculty to get their term papers, 

theses and research papers improved in terms of 

presentation, brevity and readability. This service will be 

offered free of cost to students and teachers of Vikrant 

University. Rather than offer a complete text-editing 

service, the Writers' Workshop will engage with students 

to improve the quality of their written output.

Ethnography of Learning

This is a project to document a wide range of pedagogic 

experiments at Vikrant University and elsewhere that 

focus on innovative and novel forms of learning. Along 

with providing a description of such experiments, the 

project also aims to create a repository of effective 

pedagogic experiments that can enrich the educational 

experiences of both students and instructors. The School 

of Humanities and Culture is planning to create an online 

Handbook of Learning containing digital tools to visualize 

and recreate the pedagogic experiments.

Learning Initiatives

Learning Initiatives are the outcome of the University's 

belief that learning takes root in an environment where 

students can appreciate the context of what they are 

being taught, understands critical concepts of their 

disciplines, and develops the ability to apply them to real-

world situations.

• Independent Study Period

Independent Study Period is a two-week period in 

December where students have a chance to explore 

their passion. The University offers a range of learning 

opportunities rooted in disciplines like literature, design, 

science, language, heritage and humanities. These cut 

across specialisations and include studio-inspired 

experiential learning for skill building and innovative 

experiments in education.

• Project-Based Learning

Vikrant University has evolved a unique framework to 

facilitate learning by devising solutions to real-world 

problems. This framework, Engagement and Application 

Based Learning and Education, or 'ENABLE', where 

students learn theory through application. Elements of 

ENABLE include self-learning, experimentation, peer 

learning and group-based implementation etc. with 

faculty act as guides and facilitators.

• Learning Coalition (Faculty-driven workshops 

in curricular alignment)

The Learning Coalition is a faculty-driven activity to 

reect on and design standards for outcome-based 

education, ensuring alignment between course 

objectives, outcomes, pedagogy and assessment. It is also 

an opportunity for faculty to develop new courses 

collaboratively and seek feedback on the curricula they 

have developed.

• Learning Management System

Vikrant University uses Moodle - the open-source 

learning programme - to enhance learning amongst 

students. It is a web-based learning management system 

which can be accessed from anywhere via an internet 

connection. At Vikrant University, students and faculty 

use LMS to download course materials, learn and 

participate in the class discussion via forums; submit 

assignments, take in-class or remote location quizzes, 

view current grades and comments from faculty as the 

course progresses, submit feedback, and much more. 

Students can use any internet-enabled device to access 

the LMS.

Career Prospects
For example, after doing M.A. - English the 

students could opt for teaching jobs in schools or 

they could work as content writers or they have 

the option to impart accent training in BPOs and 

any similar jobs are available for them. Similarly, 

BBE-Economics students could opt for Indian 

Economic Service, Economist, Economic Advisor, 

Analyst, Researcher Financial services or could go 

for teaching. Students pursuing a Bachelor of 

Social Work could work with NGOs or open their 

own NGO. The area where they could contribute 

varies from poverty alleviation, education, gender 

issues, with physically or mentally challenged 

people, for environmental awareness, such as 

pollution, waste management and wildlife.
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The School of Legal Studies at Vikrant University is 

committed to providing global legal education to its 

students. To full this objective, the curriculum and 

pedagogy are designed to give extensive exposure to 

students to domestic, international and comparative law 

courses.

We are more concerned about the academic processes 

that would help forge the development of students in 

tune with the Society and Councils. Keeping in mind the 

increasing need of research in the eld of law, we have 

come up with a unit for the purpose of research and 

publication, where we encourage each student by 

providing avenues, academic legal support, and mutual 

assistance to build and develop their skills in research and 

law. The Students' Council within the college is always 

active in organizing specic events and is very much 

active in visiting faculty, exchange programmes, seminars, 

conferences, and scholarships of the deserving candidate.

We also give a lot of importance on Research and 

Innovation for an expert take on Law or Criminal Justice. 

We train our students in legal-service delivery with 

scientic research and technological innovations.

Weaim at providing an effective take on the law to the 

young aspirants. We are trying to bridge the gap between 

the basic and complex concepts of the law and students 

using a well-dened learning process that stimulates a 

participative learning process that is well conversant with 

legal principles and is also creative.

Overview
well researched and pragmatic approach towards legal 

education and legal practice to enable its students to 

meet the ever-increasing demand for the legal 

profession. School of Legal Studiesat Vikrant University 

aims at developing conceptual and practical skills of 

students and helps to convert the abilities of students into 

legal and managerial competence which is the need of the 

hour. We at We strongly believe that a blend of relevant 

The most intriguing discipline amongst others in the 

world of education is the study of 'Law'. The School of 

legal studies intrinsically strengthens the fundamentals of 

enacted Indian & Foreign Laws. The school desire to 

cultivate interest in the subject by emancipating ideas, 

inculcating knowledge and infusing condence amongst 

budding lawyers.

.  The Mission of School of Legal Studies is to establish 

nd that the legal profession in India has undergone a 

substantial change. The young law aspirants nowadays 

are looking forward to an institute that prepares them to 

take on the opportunities that areoffered by Corporate 

Houses, Law Agencies, Law Firms and many more. 

Today, people don't look at the law as something that was 

just limited to the courtyard of courts; now, it is a part of a 

very wide spectrum.

knowledge, skills and right attitude is essential for overall 

development of students which will determine their 

growth and success in the legal eld. We strive to create 

an intellectually stimulating environment for students, 

particularly into areas bearing on the socio-economic and 

cultural development, in line with the objectives 

enshrined in the Constitution of India.

If you are going to take a look in the past years, you will 

Message from 
School of 

Legal Studies



Pedagogy
The School of Legal Studies offers various courses such as 

Diploma, LL.B., B.A. LL.B., LLM and Ph.D.

The highlight of the school is its focus on innovative ways 

to motivate students to enjoy the subject. The Course 

Curriculum is designed to build the foundation of the 

students and to enhance their knowledge in other 

relating disciplines of study simultaneously.

The school has brought in expert faculties to groom and 

train the students by adopting modern pedagogical 

techniques. The key emphasis of new teaching aids is to 

impart world-class learning and a pragmatic approach 

that can help them in building bright careers in the 

industry. We grant our law undergraduates a grand 

platform to experiment and explore the areas in order to 

launch themselves as knowledgeable law practitioners 

ahead. Our objective is to provide them sufcient 

knowledge of the legal acts/ regulations, resources to 

navigate recent contributions, podium to interact with 

scholars, economists & reputed advocates and 

professors to manoeuvre their raw direction.

The teaching standards of the School of Legal Studies are 

inspired by International Law schools. As a result, 

students are encouraged to participate in Moot Court 

sessions, legal workshops, seminars and group 

discussions. It will in turn groom the personality of 

aspiring advocates in the most impressive manner.

In the nutshell, the approach of the Legal Studies in 

imparting legal education encompasses:

1. Flexibility: A student is given the leverage to 

independently follow the set norms within the decorum 

of the campus.

2. Innovation: Innovation is the essence in every eld. 

The students interestingly learn methods of law, justice 

and constitutional rights through pragmatic approach.

3. Relevance: The theoretical syllabus of the school 

teaches them about various branches of Law with 

precision and accuracy.

4. Stimulation: The practical activities which arouses 

interest and curiosity of the students to explore and 

navigate.

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Diploma 

• Cyber Law

• Labour Law

• International Family Relations

• Taxation and GST

LL.M.

• Criminal Law 

• Business Law

• Constitutional and Administrative Law

• Labour Law 

LL.B.

B.A. LL.B. 



Career Prospects
• Legal researcher

• Academics, research and Teaching

• Banking Institutions

• Corporate Sector

• Judicial Clerk

• Human Rights lawyer

• Cyber Lawyer

• Journalism

• Writing and Blogging

• Legal Translation

• Legal relation & policy analyst

• Legal Outsourcing

• Indian Army

• Public Service and Administration

• Entrepreneur

The School of Legal Studies imparts unparallel law 

education to the students. The campus in itself is the 

most sought after as it is well equipped with all facilities. 

The institute is accredited with legal experts who impart 

the skills to the students with the latest technology. The 

students go in the school as learners and come out as 

experts or appropriately put as lawyers. Such is the 

signicance of the institute. The teaching staff and the 

management are largely responsible for creating this 

congenial atmosphere in the institute.

With the highest litigation rates among its population, 

India is rightly said to be, “a lawyer's paradise.” It is aptly 

said that talent never has had to worry about 

opportunities. There are scores of available good 

opportunities for a talented law graduate in the Indian 

industry. A lawyer is someone who is skilled in 

understanding the law. Since times immemorial, Lawyers 

have donned many hats right from politicians to freedom 

ghters to writers. Law sure is an interesting and exciting 

eld to be in. Law before was considered to be a family 

profession but now it really has globalised around the 

world. Today lawyers have moved many moons away and 

is among one of the most demanding and sort after 

profession in the world. The role of a lawyer has really 

evolved and law today seems like a very promising career 

option. 

Various opportunities open up for students after their law 

graduation, and these opportunities can fetch them well 

too, let us study the career options students have after 

Law graduation.

• Judicial services

• Litigation 

• Law rm

• Public Prosecutor

• Judge Advocate General (JAG) Ofcer

• Government services

Features
for the betterment of students.  

• Regular Activities for law students conducted by 

SOLS.

• Moot Court Practices 

• Group Discussion

• Debate

• High Court Visit

• EML Sessions by legal expert 

• Sports Meet 

• Legal Manthan (Law Festival)

• Legal Aid Camps

• Internships

• MUNs/ Youth Parliaments

• School of Legal Studies (VU) has amazing green and 

world class infrastructure  

• School of Legal Studies (VU) has faculty members all 

are UGC- NET Qualied

• Institute has fully wi- campus

• Institute has world level sports complex

• Institute has well designed library and well-equipped 

E- Library

• Institute has world-class moot court hall

• Institute is recognized with State University, M.P.

• Institute has tied – up with lots of companies for best 

placement opportunities 

• Regular Guidance for the Career of the students by 

the experts. 

• Competitive exam classes conducted by the institute 
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It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the School of Library 

Science at Vikrant University.

The School of Library Science offers a professional Bachelor's 

Degree (B.Lib.I.Sc.), Master's Degree (M.Lib.I.Sc.) and a Ph.D. 

Degree Programme in Library and Information Science.

Producing capable human resources for libraries is the mission of 

the School of Library Science that's why all faculty and staff of the 

school of library science always demonstrate great care and 

concern for students' development.

The curriculum of all the programs reects our desire to 

incorporate the latest trends happening in the subject at the 

national and global levels. New areas of research are being 

explored by our researchers and new methods of teaching and 

learning are being practised by the faculty to achieve excellence.

We are committed to playing a role in creating an information 

society by grooming the students in such a way that they are able to 

face the challenges posed by changing information landscape.

Our interdisciplinary faculty and student represent a community of 

learners, engaging in scholarship that is meaningful to the 

communities that we serve. Our faculty remain committed to a 

student-centred experience that emphasizes student success. 

Message from 
School of 

Library Science



Career Prospects
VIKRANT UNIVERSITY Library and Information Science course provides career opportunities in schools, 

colleges and big institutions as well as national and state libraries. It is considered a good career path for many 

with an interest in the collection, management and organisation of books and other library resources.

After completing graduation, students can pursue higher studies in the same eld for advanced knowledge 

and exposure. They can also opt for higher studies abroad. In abroad, individuals with a degree in Library and 

Information Science get job offers in national museums and historical libraries as a librarian, digital architects, 

analysts, etc.

The candidates can also sit for civil service examinations after completing their graduation in a Bachelor of 

Library and Information Science [B.Lib.I.Sc.]. 

Besides that, students can also opt for highly-paid government sector jobs through various competitive 

examinations. They can also easily get an option for further research in the same eld of education.

Moreover, they can get an opportunity for an assistant professorship or lectureship in top-notch colleges and 

universities. 

and other information professionals collect, organize, 

preserve, and provide access to these materials and are 

the stewards of the knowledge that they contain. We 

connect people to the resources that they need to 

understand their histories, communities, and the world 

around them. We advocate for free and open access to 

these resources and train folks to use these materials to 

better themselves and society as life-long learners. 

L&S professionals work in public libraries, school 

libraries, college and university libraries, corporate 

libraries, law libraries, medical libraries, special 

collections, historical societies, community archives, 

museums and galleries, non-prots, corporations, or 

anywhere that there is a need to collect, organize, and 

access documents and information resources.

A Master's of Library and Information Science is required 

for professionals working in the L&S elds. Our program 

allows you to design a degree program that is tailored to 

your professional goals. 

Library and Science is generally viewed as a eld that 

started as a multidisciplinary eld based on Literature, 

Psychology, Sociology, Management, Computer Science, 

etc. Through the courses, one understands an 

understanding of Library Science, its principles, Laws and 

Social Impact. Librarians, bridge the gap between people, 

information and technology. They serve the needs of 

selected user groups, how information is stored, 

evaluated and applied.

The course imparts knowledge on library management 

practices over information technology, management 

tools, education etc. Students can pursue,(B.Lib.I.Sc.), 

M.Lib.Sc.. as well as PhD programme in the School of 

Library Science at Vikrant University. 

Library and Science is an interdisciplinary eld of study 

that centers on the documentation that records our 

stories, memory, history, and knowledge. L&S 

professionals serve as custodians of printed materials, 

records, photographs, audio-visual materials, and 

ephemera, in both analogue and digital forms. Librarians 

Overview

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Certicate Certicate in Library and Information Sciences (C. Lib.)

Diploma

Bachelor of Library and Information Science
(B.Lib.I.Sc.)

Diploma in Library and Information Sciences (D. Lib.) 

Master of Library and Information Science
M.Lib.Sc.
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Overview
foundation of theoretical knowledge about business, 

through core modules in subjects ranging from 

accountancy to strategy, and from managerial economics 

to organisational analysis. Once these core building 

blocks are in-place, students can take advantage of the 

elective choices to suit target career paths and choose 

whether to spend the summer working on a strategic 

consulting project, completing an internship, undertaking 

an individual academic thesis or auditing additional 

elective courses.

The institute offers specialized university-level 

programmes of formal education with a well-oriented 

approach to institution resourcing that fully recognizes 

the public and private sector and provides the learner 

with multiple career options. Beyond gaining specialized 

knowledge in the chosen eld, students will also develop 

the habit of learning continuously and independently.

Graduates of the institute will be professionally equipped 

to respond condently in the eld for adapting to the 

changes and managing them.

The Vikrant Group understands today's market demand 

and our mission is to develop multi-faceted professionals, 

specialized in elds that meet the changing needs of the 

global community. The curriculum and course sequence 

has been structured in a progressive manner so that it 

offers world-class quality management education to 

budding professionals and to create managers for this era 

of thedigital world. The course which is designed with a 

global focus will generate condent, creative and 

proactive young professionals who will have the ability to 

meet the global challenges of the time.

All the programmes are delivered by world-class faculty 

in state-of-the-art facilities at the Vikrant University 

campus. Two-year/three-yearprograms comprising an 

intensive series of stimulating lectures, energetic 

seminars, intensive small group work, and team project 

work, which can take students anywhere in the world. A 

key aim of these programmes is to encourage the 

generation of new ideas and develop the ability to think 

logically, laterally and independently.

The programmes initially focus on building a broad 

It gives us immense pleasure to introduce you to the effervescent, 

enthusiastic and brilliant community at School of Management and 

Commerce. SOM&C at Vikrant University located in central India, hence 

these campuses buzz with students from all corners of our country. Even 

when these students have diverse backgrounds, they collectively share 

one goal i.e. to become world-class professionals with strong ethics and 

value system.

We, at Vikrant, believe that the purpose of education is to bring 

transformation. Hence, it doesn't matter to us whether the student 

comes from a humble background or from an elite society; we mentor 

each and every student about what he can transform into. We aim to 

provide our society human resources with skills and strong ethics so that 

they not only strengthen our nation and its economy but also, uphold the 

rich culture of our country.

Additionally, our Skill Development Cells works closely with the students 

to prepare them for the industry by identifying areas for development 

and addressing them through various initiatives such as professional 

etiquette and mannerism, grooming, polishing communications, 

promoting industry awareness, career counselling etc.

Message from 
School of 

Management and 
Commerce



Career Prospectus
and an MBA degree is denitely the way forward.

Regarding job opportunities, the sky is the limit for a well-

trained MBA graduate. Manufacturing and service 

industries are lining up for competent MBAs to expand 

their business horizons. MBA will  also kindle 

entrepreneurial skills and helps the person to face the 

challenges of entrepreneurship with condence.

Career after M. Com or Masters of Commerce is one of 

the most sought-after courses to pursue at the PG level. 

M.Com is the foundation PG course offered under the 

Commerce stream. M.Com is a two-year programme 

designed for a deeper focus on the subjects taught in 

B.Com. The PG course in Commerce helps one get a 

deeper knowledge of subjects including Accounting, 

International Business, Business Environment, Finance, 

Banking, Management, Insurance etc. Choosing a career 

path under a plethora of specialisations becomes difcult 

for an M. Com graduate.

Finding a high-paying job after M.Com can be a tricky task 

owing to plenty of alternative elds available. This article 

on careers after M.Com is a guide to job opportunities 

after M.Com, employment sectors after M. Com, along 

the courses to pursue after M.Com.

MBA stands for Master of Business Administration (MBA) 

and is a postgraduate degree in business administration. 

The concept of MBA as a discipline originated in the 

United States and now MBA has become a prestigious 

and respected degree all over the globe, which is 

attracting people from various academic disciplines.

There is always an ever-increasing demand for skilled 

managers in any organization or any institution in today's 

highly competitive world because only such skilled 

people can tackle the highly demanding situations that 

organization faces in the era of liberalization and 

globalization.

A successful manager should possess a ne blend of 

qualities such as decision-making, conceptual, analytical 

and interpersonal skills, for making the best possible use 

of the available resources. MBA programmes are 

focusing on creating leaders and managers equipped with 

the above-mentioned skills. MBA as education makes 

one understand the language of business. This is a 

programme in which raw graduates will be moulded into 

professional managers.

An MBA curriculum has everything from nance to 

marketing to IT to psychology. This is because it is 

extremely important for a successful manager to be 

aware of the various dimensions of business such as 

operations, IT, nance, human resources, marketing etc. 

Besides the above, a good MBA programme will also 

include courses to develop the communication, 

presentation, creativity, social skills and team-building 

skills in an individual.  Building up the capability to extract 

high-quality work out of their teams is the most 

important takeaway from an MBA.

After successfully undergoing an MBA programme in a 

good business school, an ordinary graduate will undergo 

a metamorphosis that converts him to a capable manager 

or leader who will be able enough to solve many 

business-related problems that can arise in the highly 

challenging corporate environment. Besides developing 

strong business acumen, it undoubtedly accelerates 

career growth also. As the job market becomes tougher, 

an MBA degree enables one to differentiate oneself from 

the crowd. The job market today demands professionals 

with abilities beyond just the knowledge of the subject 

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Certicates Courses
• Retail and Operations Management 

• Banking, Financial Services & Insurance (BFSI) 

Diploma

• Retail and Operations Management

• Banking, Financial Services & Insurance (BFSI)

• Business Management 

Bachelors of Business Administration (BBA) 

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) 

Master of Business Administration 
(Single & Dual Specializations are available)

• Human Resources Management 
• Marketing
• Finance
• Tourism and Travel Management
• International Business
• Hospitality Management 
• Supply Chain Management 
• Agri Business
• Fashion Design 
• Mass Communication 

Master of Commerce (M.Com)

PGDBM Post Graduation Diploma in Business Management 



School of management and commerce (Vikrant 

University) also has exclusive supportive courses to help 

promote skill-based activities and career opportunities 

for the students through its programs. It excels at the list 

of Best BBA School and best B.com School in India by 

taking care of the standards that promote programmes of 

both national and international level, promote 

environmental, cultural and social. Vikrant Group is a 

centre of opportunity not only for students from Gwalior, 

but also for aspiring students from nearby places who 

wish to have quality education and build a successful 

career.

Furthermore, Vikrant Institute strives to ensure that 

students' education is multidimensional and follows a 

multidisciplinary approach. It has an excellent ambience 

and a distinctly welcoming environment for higher 

learning in all areas. The institute facilitates interaction 

with national and foreign professionals and experts to 

widen the knowledge, attitude and employability skills of 

students. Let's have detailed information about the 

available degree courses degree programme, with 

Vikrant University.

Students, today look for the institutes that provide them 

with aworld-class education along with the best facilities 

to explore their full potential. Madhya Pradesh is known 

as the heart of India and is one of the fastest-growing 

states. Students from UP, Bihar, Rajasthan and, nearby 

states are always keen and enthusiastic about taking 

admission in graduate programmes run by a few 

universities in Madhya Pradesh. Recently, Gwalior is the 

name that is sliding up the ladder of popularity among the 

student community at a very fast pace. It has a rich 

h e r i t a g e  o f  c u l t u r e  a n d  n o w  g a i n i n g  r a p i d 

acknowledgement as a centre of education.

Career after B.com, BBA is one of the most sought-after 

courses to pursue at the UG level. 

Gwalior city is the home of several top institutes that 

offer various degree programmes ranging from B.com, 

BBA, BCA, LLB, BA, and degree in engineering streams. 

Also, Teachers Training courses on par with international 

standards. One such Upcoming best institute for all 

contemporary degree with best possible infrastructure 

and facilities is Vikrant University.

Insurance Industry Educational Institutes Customs Department Economic Consulting Firms

Commercial Banking International Banking Investment Banking Accounting and Auditing

Tax Advisory Services Financial Services Insurance Services Government Services

EMPLOYMENT SECTOR AFTER M.COM.



• Hi-tech classrooms. • Hands-on and real-time industry exposure.

• Problem Solving Exercises. •  Role playing for professional development.

• Case Studies for in-deep learning. • Management Games.

• Activity-Based Learning. •  Presentations.

• Online and Ofine Assignments. •  Institute and Industry Interface.

• Industry Visits. •  Student Activity Club

• Management Fests   •  Nukkar Natak

• Business Quiz •  Union Budget Discussions

• Treasure Hunt •  Group Discussion

• Presentation • Student Editorial Team 

• National Conferences and active research work

• Entrepreneurship workshops - Vikrant Incubation Centre

• Interaction with lead corporate professionals on regular basis.

Unique opportunities at the School of 
Management and Commerce, Vikrant University

Wi-Fi 
Campus

Foreign language 
classes

Special PD 
classes

Preparation assistance for 
a foreign university scholarship

Sports 
Facilities

Audio Visual 
Classrooms

Ultra-modern 
auditorium

Computer 
Lab

Provision for Swimming Pool, 
Gymnasium and lawn tennis.

Well-stocked 
Library

Open air 
Cafeteria

Guest lectures by 
IIM faculties and Industrialists

Industry visits Participation 
in regular Events

Bus Facility

FACILITIES



NATURAL AND 
APPLIED SCIENCE

SCHOOL OF 

Cut loose 
to let the 
knowledge 
flow.



scientic instrumentation, so that students graduate from 

our programs with state-of-the-art skills. The faculty and 

staff of the school of Biology, Chemistry & Biotechnology, 

Physics; and the School of Computer Science and 

Engineering are committed to providing an outstanding 

educational experience for majors. Alumni of the college 

demonstrate that its graduates are well prepared to 

enter graduate and professional schools or to assume 

responsible positions in industry or government.

The curricula offered in the School of Natural and 

Applied Science combine fundamental education in 

science with a broad human outlook, which develops the 

student's mental horizon beyond the limits of his/her 

immediate vocational objective. Each curriculum is 

designed to prepare graduates for specic professional 

positions in industry, government and teaching or for 

graduate and professional work in their disciplines. The 

four-year sequence covers the basic major courses and 

has sufcient free electives to allow students to develop 

specializations within the major and closely related elds.

The School of Natural and Applied Science at Vikrant 

University offers bachelor's, master's and Ph.D. 

programs.

All programs offered by the school of natural and applied 

science prepare students for science and health-related 

jobs in the public or private sector, a career in teaching, 

and a graduate or professional education. Science, 

Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and Health elds 

(STEM+H) play an increasingly important role in our 

society. The college seeks to educate the next generation 

of scientists and future health professionals as well as 

science-literate citizens who are equipped to make 

informed decisions in daily life. The college educates 

teachers who effectively teach our children. Students in 

this college are provided with a broad-based, 

fundamental education in the natural sciences and allied 

health elds and are challenged to think critically, 

analytically, and creatively.

The school is well equipped with modern computers and 

Message from 
School of 

Natural and 
Applied Science



Overview

The School of Natural and Applied Science is devoted to 

develop understanding of the fundamental principles of 

science and engineering that are capable of enhancing the 

human experience among the keen learners.

The School of Natural and Applied Science is offering 

undergraduate degree programs (B.Sc.), postgraduate 

degree programs (M. Sc.) and Ph.D. programs. The 

school is equipped to carry out both teaching and 

research through its various Basic and Applied Science 

disciplines, namely, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, 

Statistics, Bio-technology and Computers. The school 

endeavours to impart education of fundamentals so that 

students can well appreciate the intricacies of day-to-day 

problems and attempt to solve applied problems in a 

real-life situation. The school contributes two folds; one, 

Basic Sciences, contribute to the foundations of 

numerous professions and industries; and, two, it creates 

new scientic knowledge driven by intellectual curiosity 

besides the desire to have reliable information for the 

application.

Course and teaching methodologies are up-to-date with 

present emerging trends. Students are well groomed and 

nurtured for careers in industries/ higher education/ 

research. The curriculum includes extensive interaction 

with industries through well-designed projects. The 

school organises events like seminars, workshops, 

conferences as well as guest lecturers for the benet of 

the students. The main thrust and philosophy behind the 

establishment of the School is to promote in-depth 

undergraduate & post Graduate education and conduct 

research in emerging areas of Basic and Applied Science 

that will be benecial for the Nation and the World at 

large.

The school's collaboration with educational, scientic, 

and business communities fosters a dynamic learning 

environment. The school actively engage undergraduate 

and graduate students in learning and connects them to 

opportunities in employment and education. The aim of 

all these activities is to play an important decisive role in 

the career of students by helping them become world-

class professionals; who can face future technical 

challenges.

Pedagogy

The school faculty is in constant touch with various 
experts in the relevant eld, is open to and willing 
to experiment with latest ideas in teaching. The 
curriculum designed is comprehensive and is 
comparable to International Standards. It provides 
huge openings and built-in potential for research. It 
subscribes to the deep and sustained belief that the 
application of principles of natural sciences in 
Technology can bring about material advances. 
School of Basic and Applied Sciences equips 
students with technical knowledge, skill and ability; 
motivating them to think creatively, helping them 
to act independently and take decisions accordingly 
in all their scientic pursuits and other endeavours. 
It strives to equip and empower its students and 
faculty members to contribute to the development 
of society and the Nation.

In combination with the high-tech campus, the 
dedicated and highly qualied faculty comprising of 
distinguished academicians and scientists, 
innovative teaching methodologies and strong 
corporate interactions are some of the salient 
features of the school. Besides imparting 
theoretical knowledge, we give more emphasis on 
practical training and accordingly, the curriculum is 
upgraded periodically in consultation with leading 
professionals and academicians keeping in mind the 
present-day requirements. The curriculum 
stresses on developing with analytical & 
communication skills, problem-solving and 
teamwork abilities and ethics.

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Certicate

Master of Science
(M.Sc.) 

• Physics
• Chemistry
• Maths
• Biotechnology
• Forensic Science 
• Environment Science 
• Micro Biology

• Health and Sanitation 
• Community Medical Service & Essential Drugs (CMS & ED)

Diploma
• Health and Sanitation 
• Community Medical Service & Essential Drugs (CMS & ED) 

Bachelor of Science
(B.Sc.) 

• PCM
• PCB
• ZBC
• Biotechnology
• Forensic Science 
• Environment Science
• Micro Biology 
• Hotel Management 
• Hospital Management 



Career Prospects

passed B.Sc. & M.Sc. The graduates could work in 

different sectors including Software, Insurance, Market 

research and Banking. Student with B. Sc could work as 

teachers and assistant professor and also be eligible to 

apply for various jobs in Banking, IT and Quality control. 

They can even take up Actuarial Science as a 

specialization and join in various nancial and share 

trading companies. A student with Master or Ph.D. in 

Statistics can apply for jobs such as a business analyst, 

statistics lecturer and professor. Aspirants who have 

completed B. Sc.  – Biotechnology degree could nd 

promising jobs in public and private sector organisations. 

Major employment areas of biotechnologists are 

Agriculture and Allied Industries, Agro Based Industries, 

Bioprocessing Industries, Chemical Industries, Colleges 

and Universities, Environmental Specialist, Food 

Processing Industries, Media Houses as Science Writer, 

Pharmaceutical Companies, Pharmaceutical Companies 

and Research Laboratories.

There are various job opportunities available for a B.Sc. & 

M.Sc. degree holder in both public sector & private 

sector organizations.

The graduates who have completed B. Sc. (PCB) and 

B.Sc.  (Biotechnology)  could be employed in 

Laboratories, Medical Research, Manufacturing and 

Processing Firms, Testing Laboratories and Technical 

Journals. Other than this, the graduates could also get 

employment in Chemical Industry, Chemicals 

Manufacturing Companies and Cosmetic Companies. 

B.Sc. (PCM) graduates could look for a job in Research 

institutes, Laboratories and Institutes, Educational 

Institutes, Agricultural Research Services, Hospitals, 

Power Generating Companies, Aviation Industry and 

Construction Firms. The student could work as Lab 

Supervisor, Researcher, Technician, Teacher, Scientist, 

Research Associate, Senior Physicist and Assistant 

Scientist.

There are vast opportunities for the aspirants who have 



YOGA AND 
NATUROPATHY

SCHOOL OF 

Make 
tranquility 
a routine.



Overview
The School of Yoga & Naturopathy at Vikrant University is the ag-bearer of tness 

and health through this ancient Indian therapeutic system. The aim of running this 

school is to propagate a healthy and active lifestyle.

 “Yoga is not an ancient myth buried in oblivion. It is the most valuable inheritance of 

the present. It is the essential need of today and the culture of tomorrow” Yoga is the 

science of right living and, as such, is intended to be incorporated in daily life. It works 

on all aspects of the life: the physical, vital, mental, emotional, psychic and spiritual. 

Naturopathy believes in the inherent healing power of nature and uses non-invasive 

methods of intervention to create a suitable environment to facilitate the healing of 

the body by itself.

Naturopathy is not just a system of medicine but a way of life based mainly on the 

ancient practice of the application of the simple laws of nature. It is called “RETURN 

TO NATURE” and to resort to a simple way of living in harmony with the self, society 

and environment. Naturopathy provides not only a simple practical approach to the 

management of disease, but a rm theoretical basis which is applicable to all the 

holistic medical uses.

In order to promote and propagate the original and authentic techniques & methods 

of Yoga and Naturopathy, The school of Yoga and Naturopathy of Vikrant University 

provide such education and training in the eld of Yoga and Naturopathy so that 

students can prepare themselves for the professional as well as personal 

development.

Given the tie-ups of Vikrant University with several well-known organizations, the 

students are provided with an opportunity for placements as well. The students as 

well are prepared for their careers by building not only their professional skills but 

also their condence and other personal skills. The school of Yoga of Vikrant 

University is only such type of institution in the region where all type of programmes 

of yoga and naturopathy are offered.

All of us are fully aware that in our society most of people 

are suffering from anxiety, stress and strain, age of hurry, 

worry and burry and as such mental ill health has become a 

serious problem. The deteriorating standard of health, 

tness and resistance of present-day enormous ills is 

becalming day by day. We are also aware of the present 

scenario the world over wherein violence, cruelty, socio-

economy imbalances, intolerance, meanness, apathy 

towards the sufferings of fellow beings etc. is seen.

The Yoga & Naturopathy create awareness among the 

masses about the utility and efcacy of Yoga and Nature 

cure measures and lifestyle changes in preventive as well as 

curative aspects of a number of diseases.

Yoga and Naturopathy are more than mere systems of 

medicine. These are the perfect science of healthy and 

holistic living. These systems visualize the entire human 

personality in a holistic manner and provide one with 

physical, mental, social and spiritual health. These systems 

are proving effective in almost all human ailments, especially 

psychosomatic ones. Yoga and Naturopathy are simple, 

safe, efcacious and highly cost-effective, and unlike 

modern medicine are free from side effects.

We hope the knowledge and programmes of Yoga and 

Naturopathy run by Vikrant University will be welcomed by 

all and will prove to be more effective in conveying the 

message of Yoga and Naturopathy to the general public.

Message from 
School of 
Yoga and

Naturopathy 



Pedagogy

Relevance of Yoga Therapy and Naturopathy in the 

contemporary healthcare landscape

Potential benets from yoga therapy primarily include 

reduction of stress, good mental health, improved 

digestive health, and efcient functioning of the body in 

general. 

Medical practitioners across the globe are increasingly 

moving to the natural ways of remedy, one of which is 

yoga therapy and naturopathy. Understandably, there is 

also a boom in the number of professionals who have 

studied and researched in the eld of Yoga therapy. With 

the popularization of Yogic institutions, the masses have 

embraced this kind of healing which has contributed to 

the increase in yoga therapy professionals and their 

relevance in the healthcare market.

The Bachelor of Yoga and Naturopathy (B.Y.N.) is a 

degree programme in the eld of naturopathy and yoga 

therapy. The graduates from Vikrant University can 

practice anywhere in India.

Yoga therapy may be dened as the application of Yogic 

principles to a subject with an objective of achieving 

spiritual, psychological or physiological healing. This 

comprises application of meditation, study of scriptures, 

chanting etc. among a variety of other practices to meet 

the objectives of the subject.

Naturopathy is a form of alternative medicine system that 

employs an array of scientic and pseudo-scientic 

practices which are natural, non-invasive, self-healing in 

nature.

The School of Yoga and Naturopathy of Vikrant 

University is one of the esteemed and best Yoga-

Naturopathy schools in India. The school is governed by 

the Vikrant University which has a great reputation of 

itself. 

Certicate & Diploma in Yoga & Naturopathy is a One-

year Diploma programme at school of Yoga and 

Naturopathy, Vikrant University. As one of the best yoga-

Naturopathy school in Madhya Pradesh, we are 100% 

dedicated to render the best and highest possible quality 

of education to our valuable aspiring students. Here, at 

Vikrant University, we are committed for the holistic 

growth of a student and make them have a sight of the 

future so that they can become a successful professional 

in their respective niche and relish a wonderful life.

Courses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Yoga and Naturopathy 

Certicate

Diploma

B.Sc. in Yoga 
and Naturopathy 

M.Sc. in Yoga and 
Naturopathy



Career Prospects
The career path after completing “Certicate in 

Yoga & Naturopathy” is paved with numerous 

golden opportunities that lead to a happy career 

and successful life. Along with great engineers, 

lawyers, doctors, and scientists the world also 

needs  top-notch  exper t s  i n  Yoga  and 

Naturopathy who possess a great understanding 

of the required knowledge that concerns this 

particular domain of study. By completing this 

programme at Vikrant University, the student will 

be made acquainted with an ever-growing career 

whose real-time applications are never-ending.

Now, as per the skill set, interest, and aptitude 

attained, an aspiring student of Yoga & 

Naturopathy can opt for:-

Key Highlights

There are several reasons why School of Yoga and 

Naturopathy is an ideal school for the aspiring 

students. A few reasons are listed as follows:

• We foster a system of interactive Yoga and 

Naturopathy education where students are highly 

encouraged to get exposure about the eld by taking 

participation in various National and International 

competition, Contest and other exhibit programs 

related to yoga and naturopathy.

• The diverse pool of faculty members carries the 

rich academic heritage with them, inherited from their 

respective elite institutions of the country. This 

amalgam of faculties polishes their students to make 

them shining stars and scholars in their respective 

professional elds.

• Professor in Yoga and Naturopathy colleges or 

institutions/ Medical university or college

• Researcher in Various AYUSH Ministry Projects/ 

CCRYN/College/University

• Yoga Trainer/Yoga Coach in Government & 

Private Schools

• Fitness Trainer at Spa/ Hotels

• Nutritionist and Dietician in Hotel/Hospital/ 

Personnel Centre

• Yoga Consultant/Therapist/Trainer at Hospitals/ 

Spa/ Therapy Set ups

• Medical Consultant in Hospitals/ Spa/ Therapy Set 

ups

• Naturopathy Doctor in Yoga and Naturopathy 

colleges or Hospitals

• Hospital Administration/Management

• AYUSH Practitioner

• Yoga Therapist Practice

• Fitness / Health & Wellness Centre / Yoga & 

Naturopathy Clinic



ARTS 
AND DESIGN

SCHOOL OF 

Creativity 
captures 
it all.



We at the School of Art and Design, Vikrant University focus on imparting 

rigorous education through our fashion and interior designing courses. We 

strive to provide quality pedagogy to our students, thus imprinting the world 

with artistic trends and innovative designs that will reimagine the status quo, 

create personal and professional opportunities, and make a lasting global 

impact. We believe in educating not only the mind but also the heart through 

our fashion and interior designing courses by introducing unique and adaptable 

academic programmes, experiential opportunities, industry partnerships and 

a commitment to research, innovation and entrepreneurship.  Our aim is to 

prepare our students for professional excellence in fashion and interior design, 

our broader objective is to foster creativity, inspire leadership, be committed 

to sustainability, and help students build their niche in our society and 

communities.

Message from 
the School of 

Arts and Design

Overview
The School of Arts and Design at Vikrant University enables the students to study the 

masterpieces in the world of designing along with the depth of the designing process, 

because today, designing has broken all the traditional rules and given one new 

meaning to art and artistry. The designing process not only affects the clothing and is 

not limited to the physical needs only, but it has started to affect and drive the 

psychological, Social, cultural and symbolic needs.

All the courses in the School of Arts and Design at Vikrant University are planned to 

make the students creative, innovative and gain knowledge and awareness about the 

fashion market. Students will be taught by faculty who are at the top of their 

profession and enabling them to gain knowledge and exposure within the design 

industry.



Career Prospects

The student may get a plethora of job 

opportunities after completing the courses in 

Fashion Designing such as Fashion Stylist, Fashion 

Designer, Retail Manager, Personal Shopper, 

Retail Buyer, Textile Designer, Makeup Artist, 

Fashion Journalist, Fashion Co-ordinator, 

Sampling Co-ordinator, Design Co-ordinator, 

Head Designer in Export House, Fashion 

Consultant, Illustrator, Faculty in Fashion Design 

Institute, Entrepreneur of Garment Business, 

Fashion Choreographer, Sketching Assistant, 

Accessories Designer, Trend Forecaster etc.

Fashion design
The student may have many career options after 

completing the course such as Interior Design and 

Spatial Designer, Furniture Designer, Exhibition 

Designer, Project Consultant, Landscape 

Designer, Performance Artist, Design Consultant, 

Faculty in Interior Design Institutes, Commercial 

Premises Designer, Set Designer, Home 

Furnishing Designer, Tourist Resort Designer and 

they may also start their own Interior Design 

Firm.

Interior designCourses Offered

TYPE COURSE

Certicates Course
• Interior Design

• Fashion design

Diploma Course
• Interior Design

• Fashion design

B Design B. Design In Fashion Technology and Accessory Design 

Master of Fine Arts
(MFA)

Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA) 

Interior Design

M Design

M Design

Fashion Design 

Interior Design

BSc

Fashion designBSc



PLACEMENT 
@ VIKRANT

Message From Placement Cell 
Vikrant, Indore is an electrifying space for students to learn and grow into 

professionals. The atmosphere in the institute propels thinkers to 

become leaders. Our thorough academic modus operandi has equipped 

students with capable and distinctive skills which aid them to face 

challenging situations with ease and condence in the corporate world. 

Placement cell works carefully to cultivate an understanding amongst 

students to understand the current requirements of corporate as well as 

industrial spheres. Through our strong efforts in the past, we have been 

successful in meeting the needs of our valued recruiters.

Our process involves frequent interaction with industry professionals 

from varied domains. The insights shared by these professionals help 

students to enhance their perceptions regarding corporate life. 

Placement activities as well as student mentoring are organized 

throughout the year. The Placement cell weighs soft skills to be of 

paramount importance. Hence, our students are encouraged to go 

through methodically designed activities such as debates, group 

discussions, presentations, and essay writing. Our recent initiatives such 

as VMUN focus on bridging the journey of students from local to global 

environment. Moreover, our students undertake a ve week long 

internship program with the intention to familiarize themselves with the 

corporate realm.

Vikrant, Indore has made persistent endeavors to offer versatile 

individuals to the recruiters. We are thankful to the unwavering support 

of our distinguished alumni without whom our placements would be 

lackluster. Our Alumni are present in India's nest corporates and help us 

with placement avenues with industry leader organizations.

Lastly, kudos to our students across all batches who have upheld the 

Institute's ag rocking high.



OUR 
PLACEMENTS 

OUR 
PLACEMENTS 

ANURAG SINGH
TORA/ BFURYTECHNOLOGIES 

PVT LTD.

70 LPA
ABHIJEET S CHAUHAN

IBM 

15 LPA
GOPAL GUPTA

ACCENTURE

12+ LPA
NEHA MITTAL

ARRICSON

12 LPA
HIMANSHU VERMA

MAQ SOFTWARE

10.25 LPA
SHUBHAM GUPTA

INFOSYS

10.5 LPA
CHHAVISHARAN BANSAL
CAPGEMINI INDIA PVT LTD

10+ LPA

SUMIT SHIVHARE
QUEST GLOBAL

10+ LPA
SAJAL PAHARIYA

XENTO SYSTEMS PUNE

10+ LPA
ANKIT RASHTOGI

DELOITTE CONSULTING 
INDIA PVT LTD

10 LPA
PRAJJWAL SINGH

INFOSYS

10 LPA
LEKHNI PATHAK

CLOUD DBA

7.2 LPA
DEEPESH GUPTA
BANK OF BARODA

7.2 LPA
DEEPENDRA BHADORIYA

IBM

7 LPA

PRASHANT RANA
OAKTREE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD

6.5 LPA
DEEPIKA SHARMA

ACCENTRE

6 LPA
NITISH SINGH
ANG INDIA LTD

5.9 LPA
HARSHIT GIRI

CYBAGE SOFTWARE 
PVT LTD.

5.2 LPA
DEV PRATAP SINGH 

RAJAWAT
INFOSYS LIMITED

4.5 LPA
MITHLESH SHAH

WIPRO LTD.

4.5 LPA
MD. AMIR

ELEOPARD DESIGN STUDIOS 
PVT. LTD

4.5 LPA

AKASH SHARMA
ACCENTURE

4.5 LPA
BHUMIKA TAUNK

TEMENOS

4.2 LPA
AYUSHI KHANVE

TCS

3.36 LPA
RAJNISH MISHRA

TCS

3.36 LPA
HEMENDRA CHOUHAN

CAPGEMINI

3.8 LPA
ADITI SINGH 
BHADORIA

CAPGEMINI

3.6 LPA
SONU GUPTA

JK TECH

3 LPA

NAYAN SAXENA
RBL BANK

ANURAG SINGH
TORA/ BFURYTECHNOLOGIES 

PVT LTD.

Govt.
ABHIJEET S CHAUHAN

IBM 

Govt.
GOPAL GUPTA

ACCENTURE

Govt.
NEHA MITTAL

ARRICSON

Govt.
HIMANSHU VERMA

MAQ SOFTWARE

12 LPA
SHUBHAM GUPTA

INFOSYS

10 LPA

SHIVAM GANGRADE 
ULTRATECH CEMENT

ROHIT YADAV
M/S TATA PROJECTS

7 LPA 7 LPA
CHHAVISHARAN BANSAL
CAPGEMINI INDIA PVT LTD

9.7 LPA
HIMANSHU GUPTA
L&T CONSTRUCTION

9 LPA
MANISH MISHRA

GR INFRA PROJECTS LTD.
VIPIN PATEL

DEPARTMENT OF URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT, 

GOVT. OF UTTAR PRADESH

ARPIT PATIDAR
MINDA INFRASTRUCTURES 

LLP

7.5 LPA8 LPA8.2 LPA

SHYAMVEER SINGH CHAUHAN
MITS, GWALIOR

5 LPA
ARJUN YADAV

PATH INDIA LIMITED

4.8 LPA
RAJU PRAJAPATI

AADINATH CONSTRUCTION 
GADARWARA

4.8 LPA
ASHUTOSH SHRIVASTAVA

RES/ JANPAD PANCHAY 
AT DATIA

4.2 LPA
SHUBHAM VERMA
ATFC, PITHUMPUR

4.2 LPA
HIMANCHALI MISHRA

MPPWD

4.2 LPA
AMAN VAIDYA
ECR BUILDTEC H 

PVT. LTD.

4.2 LPA

ANAND MOHAN SHARMA
SRSC INFRA PRIVATE 

LIMITED

4.1 LPA
RAMU SHRIVASTAVA

MP RURAL ROAD 
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

4 LPA
DEVASHISH DAS

NCC LIMITED BUILDING 
DIVISION

3.84 LPA
ANKUSH KARMA
PATH INDIA LIMITED

3.6 LPA
HUSAIN MATKAWALA

MAKE MY HOUSE

3.6 LPA
ABHISHEK SINGH BAGHEL

MANGLAM CEMENT PVT LTD.

3.5 LPA
BHANU PRATAP 

SINGH SIKARWAR
IES UNIVERSITY BHOPAL

3.2 LPA

GAGAN SINGH 
WADHWANI

CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS

15 LPA
RAJU KHAN 

ZOHO CORPORATION PVT LTD

12 LPA
SHUBHAM SHRIVASTAV

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF INDIA

12 LPA
JAHID SHAIKH

JC CONTROL PVT. LTD.

10 LPA
UPNESH UPADHYAY

BRUNERL (KUWAIT)

30 LPA
SHUBHASHEESH YADAV
JST INDIA TRANSFORMER 

LTD (MNC)

18.5 LPA
DEEPAK KADAM

 ACC CEMENT

2.8 LPA

PARUL SINGH
COGNIZANT TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS INDIA PVT LTD

10 LPA
SHIVAM DWIVEDI

LS CABLE INDIA PVT. LTD.

9.5 LPA
AJIT PRATAP SINGH

YOKOHAMA TYRE INDIA LTD.

9 LPA
SUHASHINEE YADAV

SYNTEL

8 LPA
SHEKHAR GOYAL

TELENITY SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
PVT LTD

8 LPA
SACHIN TYAGI

WCT AN OCR COMPANY

7.8 LPA
VIJAY SHINDE 

SCHWING STETTER INDIA 
PVT LTD

7.8 LPA

VIKRAM KUMAR KATARE
POWER GRID

6.85 LPA
SATENDRA GURJAR

M.P. GOVT.

6.7 LPA
ANISH JADON

GNET INC., ROCKVILLE, 
M.D., U.S.A.

6.2 LPA
JITENDRA LIKHAR

AKRAYA

5.8 LPA
DILIP KAMAT

MATHESON SUMI SYSTEM 
LIMITED

5.6 LPA
ASHISH DUBEY

HINDUSTHAN NATIONAL GLASS &
INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( HNG)

5.6 LPA
SURAJ VERMA

GLATT SYSTEMS PVT LTD

5 LPA

RAJENDRA NAYAK
SANCHI

5.4 LPA
CHANDAN MISHRA
SUGUNA FOODS LTD

HIMANSHU TRIPATHI
GDCL, GUJRAT

ASHUTOSH SHARMA
PYROTECH WORKSPACE 

SOLUTIONS PVT LTD

6.4 LPA 6.1 LPA6.5 LPA
ANKIT SHARMA

R. K. JAIN INFRA PROJECT 
PRIVATE LIMITED

5.8 LPA
ROHIT VISHWAKARMA

JAIN CONSULTANCY

5.6 LPA
ANKIT RAGUWANSHI

ROYAL BUILDER 

5.4 LPA



OUR 
PLACEMENTS 

OUR 
PLACEMENTS 

PANKAJ NATH
CIPLA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.   

3.2 LPA
DEVENDRA SINGH ROHILA 

FORCE MOTORS LTD.

3 LPA

PREMLAL GUATAM
FORCE MOTORS LTD.

3 LPA
ABHISHEK GADMALE
TECH MAHINDRA LTD.

3 LPA
AZHARUDDIN KHAN

VOLVO EICHER COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES LTD.

2.6 LPA
MADHUSUDAN YADAV

AGYA AUTO PVT. LTD.

2.5 LPA
PUSHPRAJ PATEL

MSL DRIVE LINE SYSTEM LTD.

2.5 LPA
SOURAV JAGIRDAR

HEALTHICO QUALITY PRODUCTS 
PVT LTD

2.4 LPA
AJAY KUMAR

VOLVO & EICHER COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES LTD.

2.3 LPA

KAMAL AHIRWAR
VE COMMERCIAL 

VEHICLES LTD. 

2 LPA
ARJUN RAGHUVANSHI 

DINESH CHOUDHARY
 TATA CONSULTANCY 

SERVICES

3.36 LPA
ANIL NEGI

MORRIS GARAGES INDIA
PVT LTD

3.5 LPA
RAMASHRAY CHAUHAN
GATIMAN AUTO PVT. LTD.

3.2 LPA
DEVASHISH YADAV

VOLVO EICHER COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES

3.2 LPA
VISHAL VYAS

CIPLA 
PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.  

3.2 LPA

SHRUTI PANDEY
BYJU'S PVT. LTD

8 LPA
MRATYUNJAY SHARMA

ORACLE PVT. LTD. GURUGRAM

4.8 LPA
NIDHI TRIVEDI

CUEMATH, BENGALURU

10 LPA
ANKIT SWAMI

TATA STEEK BSL LIMITED

4 LPA
POOJA DABERWALA

SOM ENERGY SYSTEMS, 
VADODRA

3.84 LPA
RAJESH KUMAR

VE COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 
LIMITED

3.4 LPA
NIRAV
WIPRO 

2 LPA

MANISH KUMAR
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES 

LIMITED

18 LPA
PRAVITRA PARASHAR

 ICC INFRA PROJECT INDIA 
PVT .LTD

9 LPA
DHIRENDRA YADAV

SHREE CEMENT

7 LPA
AQUIB MIRZA

BORL

6.5 LPA
ANAS MUNSHI

UNITED PHOSPHORUS LIMITED

6 LPA

MOHSIN AKHTAR
N.I.D.P. PVT. LTD.

6 LPA
UTPAL KANT ATUL

CIPLA

5.25 LPA
ULLAS SABU

STERLITE POWER 
TRANSMISSION LTD

5 LPA
KULBHUSHAN RAJPUT

SHAKTI PUMP INDIA PVT. LTD.

5 LPA
RAJAT MEHTA

SHAPOORJI PALLONJI

5 LPA
SUDHANSHU

SHAPOORJI PALLONJI

5 LPA
SHUBHAM KUMAR
NEPTUNE CONTROLS 

PVT LTD

4.25 LPA

RAVI PRATAP SINGH
AWASTHI TRADERS

4.25 LPA
DEVESH TIWARI

SHAPOORJI PALLONJI 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION

4.8 LPA
SUSHANT KUMAR

PURBA BHARTI GAS PVT LTD

4 LPA
LALIT KUSHWAH 

SUPERIOR DRINKS PVT. LTD

3 LPA
JASKIRAT SINGH

HINDUSTAN COCA-COLA 
BEVERAGES PVT.LTD

3 LPA
ROHIT TIWARI

ADANI SOLAR PVT LTD

2.5 LPA
RAJAT GIRGUNE

AIRTEL DATA CENTRE

2.5 LPA

VIRAJ MODI
VIVO MOBILES

(GWALIOR - INDORE)

3 LPA
SURAJ JHA

MILLENNIUM BUSINESS PARK 
(MUMBAI)

3 LPA
DEEPAK PARIHAR

JAVI SYSTEMS

3 LPA
SHIVANI SHARMA

CAPE GEMINI

3 LPA
ANUPAM SINGH 

AVENUE SUPERMARTS 
LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA

KALPNA CHOURASIYA
AVENUE SUPERMARTS 

LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
ASHISH DUBEY 

AVENUE SUPERMARTS 
LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
SONIKA OJHA

AVENUE SUPERMARTS 
LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
JYOTI KANORIA

AVENUE SUPERMARTS 
LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
SHIVANI KHAITAN
AVENUE SUPERMARTS 

LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
SHIVANI YADAVA

AVENUE SUPERMARTS 
LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
SOURABH SINGH 

KUSHWAH
AVENUE SUPERMARTS 

LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA

VINAY SAVITAA
AVENUE SUPERMARTS 

LIMITED -DMART

3 LPA
MS. PRIYA SINGH 
TATA AUTOCOMP 

SYSTEMS LTD  

3 LPA
AJEET SINGH

DELHIVERY PVT. LTD.

2.59 LPA
PRASHANT DADHI

CARGILL BUSINESS SERVICES 
(BANGALORE)

2.16 Lakh

SHASHANK SENGAR
GOOGLE INDIA 

(DELHI)

8 LPA
NEHA SHARMA

ZOMATO (GWALIOR)

6 LPA
MANOJ KUSHWAH

METRO RAILWAYS MUMBAI

6 LPA
ABHAY SINGH RANA
PINCLICK PROPERTY 

MANAGEMENT PVT LTD

5.16 LPA
RAHUL SHAKYA

PINCLICK PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT PVT LTD

5.16 LPA
LAKHAN RATHORE

DAINIK BHASKAR GROUP

5 LPA
MR. VISHAL SINGH

BIKAJI FOODS 
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

4.5 LPA

ATUL MISHRA
INDIAMART

3 LPA 
+ Incentives

UPASNA KAURAV
AMAZON INDIA 

(INDORE)

3 Lakh

RAJE PRIYA CHAUHAN
RESEARCH PANEL INVESTMENT 

ADVISOR (INDORE)

2.6 LPA
MR. GANESH AMRAKAR

AXIS BANK LIMITED 

2.5 LPA
PRIYANKA RAJAK 
PARIVAR HOSPITAL

2.4 LPA

MS. RISHU SINGH 
SWASTIKA INVESTMART 

LIMITED 

4 LPA
MILAN RUSIA

MONEY MAKER PVT. LTD.

3.50 LPA
MR. BHANU RANJANA

VE COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 
LIMITED

3.25 LPA
MR. MUKESH KUMAR

VE COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 
LIMITED

3.25 LPA
SHAILENDRA YADAV

AXIS BANK

3.5 LPA
DUSHYANT SHINDE

TATA MOTORS 
(GWALIOR)

3.5 LPA
MS. DIKSHA PRAJAPAT 
APPALTO ELECTRONICS 

PVT LTD 

4 LPA

MR. PURUSHOTTAM BARODE 
SHIVANI DETERGENT PVT LTD. 

2.4 LPA
KAVITA RAWAT

PARIVAR HOSPITAL

2.4 LPA
PRAKHAR ROHATGI
SUPREME INDUSTRY

2.4 LPA
MS. OSHIN PANDEY 

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES 
LIMITED 

2 LPA
MR. SADASHIV VERMA

DEE TEE INDUSTRIES 
PVT LTD.

2 LPA
BHANUPRATAP PACHAURI

SAMSUNG (GWALIOR)

1.26 LPA



STUDENT 
TESTIMONIALS

STUDENT 
TESTIMONIALS

NITIN SINGH
PARMAR
B.Tech. (CSE)



INFRASTRUCTURE 
WITH FACILITIES

OUR RECRUITERS  



Vikrant University, feels immense pleasure to announce that 

we have partenered with Microsoft To become its 

authorised learning and certification center, where we will 

be bridging the skills gap for youth and empower them with 

the resources they need to succeed.

Microsoft Certification is an opportunity for all the students 

which gives professional advantage by providing globally 

recognized and industry-endorsed courses And help them to 

craft a successful career path. So let's walk together on the 

path of success and achieve your goal.

Cer�fica�on Centre

VIKRANT GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS
is now Microsoft Learning 
& Certification Centre!

Let’s Begin The Journey to Learn Microso� Technologies!

APPROVED NSDC TRAINING PARTNER



Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key 
elements of a successful education, and a college magazine is the 
perfect amalgamation of both. It harnesses the creative energies of 
the academic community, and distils the essence of their inspired 
imagination in the most brilliant way possible. In today's world of 
smart phones and internet, eco-friendly initiatives are not just a 
matter of vogue but a dire need towards sustainability. With this 
vison in mind, the editorial team came up with the concept of 
publishing an E-Magazine that not only provide a creative platform 
to our students, but also portrays our commitment to save our 
ecology. V-connect is the quarterly College E-Magazine published to 
showcase the talents of Vikrantians through literary or artistic 
contributions in the form of articles, poems, sketches, photography 
and other creative expressions. It also features rank holders, 
academic and non-academic achievers along with alumnis. Another 
featured section of the magazine provides updates and news 
regarding events at the college. It is a a one stop information portal 
for Vikrantian. 

V-CONNECT (E-MAGZINE)
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ACTIVITIES

SPORTS



CLUB ACTIVITIES

AUTOMOTIVE CLUB

ELECTRONIC CLUB

MANAGEMENT CLUB

WOMEN CLUB

COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB



NATIONAL CADET CORPS
BOYS  |  GIRLS

TECH FEST ATHENA



Hon MP 
Shankar Lalwani

DIGNITARIES & CELEBRITIES @ VIKRANT

CULTURAL ACTIVITIESCULTURAL ACTIVITIESCULTURAL ACTIVITIES
(ANNUAL FEST - QUEURTH)



SEVERAL ACCOLADES
CSR 
ACTIVITIES



OTHER ASSOCIATION 

APPROVALS & ASSOCIATIONS  

VIKRANT UNIVERSITY

ENGINEERING 

AICTE, New Delhi Director of Technical 
Educa�on, Bhopal

Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki 
Vishwavidyalaya, Bhopal

MANAGEMENT 

DAVV, Indore AICTE, New Delhi Director of Technical 
Educa�on, Bhopal

LAW

Bar Council of India

VIKRANT UNIVERSE



ASSOCIATED WITH

TRAINING & PLACEMENT PARTNER

Cer�fica�on Centre

Browse Prospectus or Website

Vikrant University website www.vikrantuniversity.ac.in 
and the prospectus contains a brief description of all 
the courses we offer.

Request Course Leaet

Once you have seen something that interest you, 
visit or telephone the Admissions and Marketing 
ofce 1800-270-5155 (Gwalior), where our friendly 
staff will give you more information on the course. 
An appointment may be arranged with a member of 
our counseling team to help choose the right course 
for you.

Complete Application Form

You can apply online through admission section on 
our website and submit the admission form or you 
can print the admission form and ll it in writing and 
send it to our postal address mentioned in the form. 
Call 1800-270-5155 (Gwalior) for more details.

GWALIOR CAMPUS

Chittora Road, Gwalior, M.P. - 474006

Cell: +91 77730 04155

CITY OFFICE (GWALIOR)

Vikrant Group, Plot no 2850, Airport Road, 
Gwalior, M.P. - 474005

Cell: +91 92292 22902
Ph.: +91 751 2920555

CITY OFFICE (INDORE)

Behind Veterinary College, A.B. Road, 
MHOW, INDORE. (M.P.) INDIA.

Cell: +91 84357 11111
Toll Free: 1800-274-7575

Toll Free: 1800-270-5155
e-mail: info@vikrantuniversity.ac.in

Dr. Vipur Kumar Suri
AMD (VU) & National Co-ordinator

Cell: +91 77717 29555
e-mail: amd_vu@vikrantuniversity.ac.in
nationalcoordinator@vikrantuniversity.ac.in

Ms. Kashish Gupta
Corporate Admission In-charge

Cell: +91 79062 50055


